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This study is designed to assess the presence or

absence of recognizable planning processes within the

savings and loan industry in the Dallas/Ft. Worth metroplex.

Planning processes found are analyzed as to their content

and scope in order to describe them in as accurate a manner

as possible. In instances where planning activities were

not perceived to exist, the study focuses on the rationale

offered for that absence of effort. The assessments and

comparisons are carried out through a consistent framework

involving analyses of management values, formal planning

processes, internal analysis efforts, external analysis

efforts, and examination of planning indicators.

Chapter I presents a brief historical background of

the industry and some of its problems. The purpose of the

study is then offered, along with some exploratory questions,

the methodology utilized, delimitations, pertinent defini-

tions, and organization of the study. Chapter II offers a

review of the literature deemed germane to the development

of the study, including specific savings and loan literature



and related state-of-the-art planning references. Chapter

III provides an explanation of the data collection procedures

employed and treatment of the data, then offers individual

case studies of each participating savings and loan asso-

ciation based upon the responses obtained through the

twenty-nine personal interviews conducted. Chapter IV

categorizes the associations into three major groups and

presents a detailed analysis and summary of organizations

falling into each category, as well as some major differ-

ences and similarities noted among those categories.

Chapter V summarizes the findings of the study and advances

specific conclusions and recommendations.

Eight findings are presented within the context of the

original exploratory questions raised, which may be sum-

marized as follows.

1. The attitudes of top management toward the concept

of planning are favorable and enthusiastic, but in some cases

guarded in their optimism.

2. There is not a common opinion among practitioners

as to what constitutes "planning" in this industry.

3. Planning processes do exist in the savings and

loan industry, varying widely in their formality and

sophistication.

4. There are some common, recognizable elements which

characterize those planning systems discovered.



5. Experience and knowledge of the savings and loan

industry when matched with some degree of formal training

in the area of planning seemed to be the most significant

factors contributing to the movement toward more forma-

lized planning efforts.

6. The most common outcomes of formal planning acti-

vities were written purposes, goals, objectives, and action

plans.

7. The most commonly cited reason for an absence of

planning activities was a lack of control due to government

regulations.

Based upon the analysis of the data, comments and per-

ceptions gathered during this study, twenty-two conclusions

are drawn. The conclusions cover a broad range of topics,

including the status of the industry and its planning efforts,

practitioner attitudes, relationships perceived, necessary

changes, challenges, and expectations.

Finally, ten detailed recommendations are proposed to

provide guidance for the further development and refinement

of more formalized planning processes within the industry.

They may be summarized as dealing with

1. Self-appraisals needed to identify training needs

and basic posture desires for the future,

2. Changes in perspective necessary to move toward

more formal planning efforts,



3. Types of planning systems bes-t suited to the

industry,

4. Developing and tailoring planning systems to the

needs of the individual organization and desires of its

top management .
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Since WWII, the savings and loan industry has literally

exploded into a position insize second only to commercial

banks in the financial industry, holding assets in excess

of $450 billion (9, p. 47). Associations employ a wide

variety of individuals, ranging from highly skilled spe-

cialists to relatively lower-skilled clerical employees.

They operate within a complex network of strict government

regulation, monetary supply fluctuations, and volatile

public attitudes toward savings. Rapidly changing tech-

nology and increasing competition for funds have multiplied

the challenges of successfully managing savings and loan

institutions, particularly over the past two decades. With-

in such a framework of complexity and growth, it might be

expected that a plethora of planning tools, methods, and

techniques would be found. However, in this era of in-

creased emphasis on planning, there is very little evidence

of such efforts.

Traditionally, the primary purpose of savings and loans

has been held to be the promotion of thrift and home

1
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ownership (9, Preface). Even this nebulous purpose has

been disputed by some, in favor of a more narrow purpose

related to only home ownership (6, p. 1-2).

The U. S. League of Savings Associations, its separate

state associations, the Federal Home Loan Bank, and its

regional directorates supply a wealth of comparative and

trend reports/analyses in the form of publications and

seminars (9, 10). The control and performance evaluation

facets of this information source are used extensively

throughout the industry.

Historically, the savings and loan industry has oper-

ated within a system of government imposed constraints,

seeking to insure the availability of funds to finance the

purchase of existing homes and the construction of new

ones (9, p. 40). A list of the major federal laws affecting

the savings and loan industry (in chronological order)

includes (9, pp. 118-120)

1932 - Federal Home Loan Bank Act

1933 - Home Owners' Land Act

1934 - National Housing Act

1944 - Servicemen's Readjustment Act

1949 - Housing Act

1961 - Housing Act

1968 - Housing and Urban Development Act

1970 - Emergency Home Finance Act
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1974 - Housing and Community Development

1974 - Employee Retirement Income Security Act

1974 - Depository Institutions Amendments

1974 - Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act

1974 - Equal Credit Opportunity Act

1975 - Regulation Q and Home Mortgage Disclosure Act

1976 - Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act Amendments

1976 - New England NOW Accounts

1976 - Equal Credit Opportunity Act Amendments

1976 - Employee Retirement Amendments

1976 - Housing Authorization

1976 - Energy Conservation Standards for New Buildings
Act

1976 - Tax Reform Act

1977 - Housing and Community Development Act

Planning activities which tend to focus on overly

narrow aspects of organizational activities because of

limited purpose, control-oriented information, and highly

restrictive government regulation can be extremely dangerous

to the long-term performance of any industry (2). Long-

range planning may be capable of providing savings and loan

associations with a means of identifying portions of their

operating environment in which some degree of freedom exists

for preparing in advance rather than simply reacting

to change. Such insight might enable the associations to

more effectively position themselves under increasingly
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severe competitive pressures, therefore contributing to their

ability to maintain or even increase market shares, con-

tinue a steady growth rate, and insure long-term survival.

Background and Significance of the Study

Understanding the underlying reasons for the existence

of savings and loan associations provides valuable insight

as to why their long-range planning efforts should receive

careful analysis. Savings and loan associations are the

primary source of residential mortgage funds in the United

States, holding approximately forty-five per cent of all

such mortgages outstanding as of the end of 1977 (9, p. 28).

They also rank number one in total mortgage loans out-

standing, including residential, commercial, and farm pro-

perties, holding thirty-seven per cent of those mortgages

outstanding at year-end 1977 (9, p. 30).

The fact that funds available to savings and loans for

such lending are provided directly from consumer savings

may be an important factor impacting upon national infla-

tionary trends. At least one expert contends that the

financing of building through people's savings is basically

noninflationary, because such funds put into savings re-

duces demand in other areas of the economy, thereby creating

a stabilizing effect. When individuals resort to bank-

created or government credit sources, a cooresponding
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demand-reduction in other sectors does not necessarily

occur, contributing to excess demand creation and accom-

panying inflationary trends in the economy (6, pp. 2-3).

The strong tie between the savings and loan industry

and the housing-construction business is self-evident and

strong. Positive and negative trends in the construction

sector have a major impact on the overall performance of

the U. S. economy, often cited as a major portender of

fluctuations in the Gross National Product and unemployment

(9, p. 19). As the percentage of disposable income being

allocated to personal savings decreases, associations are

challenged to come up with new methods for obtaining a

sufficient reservoir of financing funds at a reasonable

cost to their primary market constituencies, as well as a

means of assuring the most efficient use of those resources

available to them (6, p. 53). Planning, based upon well-

identified goals, might provide the strategic positioning

necessary to pursue their desired ends while acting as a

buffer to constant competitive and governmental pressures

(4).

The savings and loan industry suffered markedly during

the severe economic slump of 1973-74, with some marginal

associations completely failing and almost all experiencing

sharp reductions in asset growth (9, p. 48). Even the most

solidly based associations drastically reduced lending and
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in many cases stopped taking loan applications

intermittently. Based upon the previous assumptions on

primary sources of funds (personal savings), it is not

difficult to understand one of the primary reasons for this

situation. Although the market share of new household

savings attracted to savings associations traditionally

fluctuates, 1974 saw that market share hit a low of twenty-

eight per cent compared to a 1954 through 1960 average of

above fifty percent, a 1971-72 average of forty percent,

and a rebound to fifty percent inthefollowing year (1975)

(9, pp. 12-14). Associations of all sizes reflected the

lack of loaning activities during the 1973-74 slump, with

employees from clerical- to executive-level searching for

alternative activities/projects in which to become involved.

Vast resources of manpower, sophisticated equipment, and

physical facilities lay partially (or, in some cases, to-

tally) unused, waiting for the inevitable upsurge in savings

and lending activities (3).

As the cycle began to repeat itself in late 1977 and

gained momentum throughout 1978, it may have been reasonably

expected that new and different responses to tight money,

high interest rates, and accelerating inflation would be

forthcoming from savings and loan associations. But in line

with thewell-known theory that those who fail to learn from

history are doomed to repeat it, current indications point
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to the invalidity of positive expectations regarding both

willingness and capabilities to cope with the recurrence

of those environmental trends (3).

In an industry whose performance can have such a

sizeable "trickle-down" effect on primary economic factors,

much more effort must be directed toward recognizing the

existence and importance of overall planning processes,

systemic relationships, and environmental considerations.

A dynamic, flexible planning process transcends short-term,

operational planning and could provide a tremendous compe-

titive advantage to those associations willing to devote

the time necessary to develop, implement, and contribute

to its maintenance on a regular basis (7). Given the vast

asset size of this industry, more stable and consistent

utilization of resources made possible by better planning

may contribute significantly to increased economic effi-

ciency in the financial industry.

Nature of the Problem

The difficulties of managing in a dynamic, growth

industry often involve unique challenges. But they may

also involve unique problems, especially when such strong

growth trends are periodically interrupted by equally strong

slumps in growth, reduction in market share, and the
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accompanying decreases in funds available to critical

economic sectors.

It has been contended that the general knowledge and

understanding of this industry has not kept pace with its

growth and importance to our nation's economy (6, p. 1).

In a "systems" perspective, such knowledge and understanding

should involve an overall, integrated view of the organi-

zation and its relation to a variety of environmental

forces with which it must interact. In its simplest form,

this systems approach involves an "input- ,processing -

output" analysis, which can be interpreted into savings and

loan terminology as acquiring funds (inputs)-y activities

designed to expedite savings and lending operations (pro-

cessing)- lending funds (outputs). Systems-oriented

planning concerns itself with broader analysis and coor-

dination of the organizational effort, particularly in

growth industries (8).

As surely as differences in organizational performance

occur, so do differences occur in the types and extent

of planning efforts. However, there is little evidence to

indicate that any attempts have been made to research and

analyze the presence (or absence) and mechanics of planning

processes which may exist within the industry. This lack of

attention may seriously hamper the further development of

future planning efforts.
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Therefore, the central problem involves two elements:

first of all, are there planning processes being used in

the savings and loan industry and, if so, how common are

they? Secondly, if such processes do exist, they should be

described in order to aid in their dissemination, appli-

cation, and refinement.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to identify the existence

or absence of overall, systematic planning processes in

savings andloan associations in the Dallas/Ft. Worth metro-

plex. Further, the study will analyze reasons for their non-

existence if such a situation exists, describe any planning

systems which do exist, compare similarities and differ-

ences discovered in any planning processes presently in use,

offer conclusions as to the current state-of-the-art, and,

finally, make recommendations for the future of planning

in the industry.

Exploratory Questions

Many questions regarding the planning processes of the

savings and loan industry appear to be largely unanswered.

The following primary, exploratory questions are posed in

order to direct the research effort more explicitly toward

its purpose.
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1. What are the attitudes of top management toward

the concept of planning?

2. Do top managers share a common opinion as to what

constitutes "planning"?

3. Do "planning processes" exist in the savings and

loan industry?

4. What common elements (if any) characterize existing

planning systems?

5. Are there identifiable factors which seem to explain

differences in planning efforts?

6. What type(s) of outcomes commonly result from

formal planning activities in this industry?

7. What reasons (if any) are commonly given for a

lack of planning activity?

These exploratory questions will serve as a basis for the

presentation of the findings of this study according to the

data collected.

Methodology

A survey of relevant literature was made to examine

the recognized state-of-the-art. Particular attention

was directed toward sources which appeared to expand

the concept of planning beyond the traditional short-

term operational tasks. A search of general organizational

planning literature was also conducted. Both specific and
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related literature findings were used as a guide in judging

the planning processes utilized.

Primary data for this study was gathered from a variety

of sources:

1. A pilot study was conducted with several savings

and loan associations who would not be a part of

the final research effort, in order to test the

proposed research instrument (Appendix A) and to

refine it as deemed necessary before the actual

field study began.

2. Telephone and mail communications were conducted

with representatives of the U. S. Savings and Loan

League (Chicago), Texas Savings and Loan League

(Austin), and the Federal Home Loan Bank (Little

Rock) to obtain information on related research

and institutional activities in the planning area.

3. A planning survey was conducted through personal

interviews with the managing officers of savings

and loan associations in the Dallas/Ft. Worth

metroplex, or their designated representatives

(see Appendix A).

The primary data base interviewed and analyzed con-

sisted of the entire universe of twenty-nine savings and

loans in the Dallas/Ft. Worth metroplex. Questions asked

in the personal interview process are presented in Appendix
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A - Planning Questionnaire. To aid in the communication

process, the questionnaire utilized language commonly used

in the industry in all cases where it was deemed beneficial

to do so. Also, the questionnaire was designed in such a

manner as to allow some discretion on the part of the inter-

viewer to alter the wording, sequence, and depth of the

questions in light of time restrictions and preferences of

the association officer being interviewed. Standard tech-

niques for questionnaire design were utilized, except where

alterations seemed necessary to fit the particular intent of

the study.

It was felt that the methodology limiting the survey

to the Dallas/Ft. Worth metroplex may add to the validity

of the findings by holding some variables constant which

may vary significantly from geographic area to area and

have major impacts upon organizational operations, ie.,

area mortgage fund demand, state regulations and taxes,

unemployment, and wage levels. The research instrument

could thus be utilized in a wide variety of geographic

areas as a separate analysis in conjunction with an analysis

of purely geographic differences. This effort may provide

a basic foundation which can serve as a departure point

for a wide variety of more specific research endeavors.
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Delimitations

The parameters of this study are as follows.

1. The study deals with primary elements of planning

processes of the associations as perceived by

their administrators.

2. Although specific financial and economic factors

are undeniably important to any planning effort,

this study deals only with their existence and scope

in relation to the planning process rather than any

analysis of their situational appropriateness or

validity.

3. The study involves all savings and loan associations

headquartered in the Dallas/Ft. Worth metroplex and

excludes other financial agencies or enterprises

not commonly recognized as savings and loans.

4. No specific planning model will be developed.

Rather, a general evaluation of the current status

of planning efforts will be made, comparisons of

differences and similarities (if any) noted, and

recommendations for future application, development,

and refinement offered.

Pertinent Definitions

For the purpose of this study and in order to establish

common frames of reference, the following definitions/
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explanations are offered. Some are traditional and should

in no way restrict or inhibit the development of broader,

more comprehensive definitions in the course of this study.

Savings and loan association - a financial intermediary

involved in assuring the mobility of funds for the

primary purpose of providing a widespread, econom-

ical means of home ownership through the man-

agement of savings and lending portfolios. They

are traditionally differentiated by type of

charter, ie., state or federal, type of ownership,

ie., mutual or public stock, and asset size

groupings (9).

S & L - the commonly used abbreviation of savings and

loan associations recognized by all practitioners

in the industry. This nomenclature will be used

whenever possible for the sake of brevity and to

alleviate redundancy.

United States League of Savings Associations (USLSA) -

a voluntary membership trade association. Member-

ship represents approximately ninety-eight percent

of all savings and loan assets. Its proportion-

ately large membership is generally attributed to

its recognized reputation as a source of nationwide

comparative information and an active exchange

medium of experience and knowledge in savings and
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loan operations. It sponsors a network of state

savings and loan associations for more specific

geographic reporting and information dissemination

to members (9, Preface).

Federal Home Loan Bank (FHLB) - a system created by

the passage of the Federal Home Loan Act in 1932.

Its fundamental purpose is to provide a central

credit facility to supplement the resources of its

member institutions. The system is composed of

the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, twelve regional

Banks, and member institutions. The board governs

and regulates operations of .the regional Bank sys-

tem, acts as the chartering and regulatory author-

ity for federal savings and loan associations, and

also governs the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance

Corporation and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage

Corporation. The national Board in Washington

and the twelve regional Banks offer a wide variety

of guidelines, information, and analyses. All

federally chartered associations are required by

law to belong to the FHLB, with membership open to

qualified state chartered associations on a volun-

tary basis. The Board is considered to be an in-

dependent agency in the executive branch of the

federal government (9, pp. 94-95).
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Short-term planning - not limited to a specific time

period, but generally tends toward an annual cycle

(or less). Such planning typically stresses opera-

tional control of unit tasks and internal enabling

systems, ie., accounting systems and financial

reports (1, p. 22).

Long-term planning - also not limited to a specific

time period, but generally involves a more holis-

tic, systems-oriented approach to the planning

process. It stresses internal/external environ-

mental relationships, analyses and strategic

implications. Any number of short-term annual

cycles may be included; however, the primary

determinants of the lengths of the planning cycles

are the volatility of the organization's relative

environments, the amount and quality of information

available, and the competence of participating

organizational members (4, 5).

Planning audit - generally, a systematic approach to

assessing any organization's planning processes.

Such an audit includes an analysis of the existence

and effectiveness of formal organizational mechan-

isms designed to coordinate, refine, and perpetuate

the overall planning effort, as well as important

linkages between short- and long-term plans (7).
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Organization of the Study

The second chapter, "Review of the Literature,"

presents a review of specific and related literature

conducted through computer-assisted library source, trade

association periodical, and dissertation abstract searches.

The chapter provides additional perspective on the availa-

bility of information regarding planning in the industry,

as well as some limited insight into the current state-of-

the-art.

The third chapter, "Planning Processes of Individual

Savings and Loan Associations," describes the data col-

lection procedures, how the data will be presented, and

offers individual case studies on a standard format based

upon the responses obtained through the personal interview

process.

The fourth chapter, "Analysis of S & L Planning Pro-

cesses," groups the participating associations into cate-

gories based upon the degree of formality discovered in

their planning systems and analyzes these categories. Also,

some inter-categorical comparisons are made.

The fifth and final chapter, "Summary, Conclusions,

and Recommendations," presents a summary of the problem and

purpose of the study, a review of the procedures, findings

(including answers to the exploratory questions posited in
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Chapter I), and the conclusions and recommendations

pertaining to the planning processes of savings and loan

associations in the Dallas/Ft. Worth metroplex.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Planning, as an integral part of organizational effort,

has received increasing attention over past decades, 
parti-

cularly since World War II. The complexity of operating

environments, competition, volatile economic conditions,

societal pressures, and many other factors have contributed

significantly to its ever-increasing importance. 
Just as in

all other functions of management, the degree of committment

and success in the area of planning has varied widely from

industry to industry, as well as company to company. A

wide variety of literature exists concerning all aspects

of planning. This chapter will direct specific attention to

current literature on the overall planning process, as well

as specific industry-related planning activities.

Problems in the State-of-the-Art

Planning has long been recognized as one of the basic

management functions, as revealed in almost any basic manage-

ment principles textbook (15, 18, 22, 26, 48). Although

almost incessant controversies have been waged over the

relative importance of the process of planning versus the

end result, the primacy of the overall planning function as

20
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a basic foundation of effective management has rarely been

questioned. This attitude toward the position of planning

as the first management function is verified repeatedly and

carried throughout a wide variety of increasingly higher-

level textbooks devoted to management (8, 16, 20, 24, 37,

40, 63). The planning models, processes, elements and

emphasis vary in degrees from source to source, 
but always

support the importance of planning itself.

One of the results of such a wide variety of 
literature

in the area of planning is confusion. This confusion exists

not only in some cases of wide and at times vehement 
disa-

greements over the substance of planning, 
but even the

definition of it. How authors attempt to provide insight

and perspective through statements or definitions 
is well

exemplified by Roy Amara's quotations 
of others as a lead-

in to his article on planning, such as his quote of R. C.

Ackoff's pragmatic definition of planning as "the design of

a desired future and of effective ways of bringing it about"

(2, p. 2).

He emphasizes the importance of planning by quoting

Donald Conover, corporate planner for Western Electric,

as stating, "The real planners are the managers who make the

final decisions, and what we call planning is the support

service intended to help make decisions better" (2, p. 2).

Amara then offers his own preferred definition of

planning as follows:
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Planning is the definition and assessment of goals,

alternatives, and consequences to determine 
role and

direction in a changing environment. Strategic plan-

ning is distinguished from planning in focusing 
as

heavily on the longer-term as on the more immediate

time frame, and as heavily on external as on internal

factors (2, p. 2).

This approach seems to be widely used in the writing

of planning-oriented literature, ie., offering several other

definitions and/or statements concerning planning, then

proceeding with the author's own particular 
definition.

Such an approach, offering some limited perspective 
on cur-

rent thinking and the author's own personal direction, can

be very informative to the relative novice reading singular

articles for guidance. However, such an approach can, and

often does, create problems through a sort of multiplier

effect when individuals refer to a number of sources 
for

guidance. With two or three views of planning offered per

article, practitioners may become confused as to what the

term planning really means, particularly when the special-

ized jargon so commonly used is considered.

Royce has compiled a comprehensive list of the 
most

commonly encountered problems with planning found in a

variety of organizational types, beginning with the very

simple fact that "most of us do not really like 
to do it"

(47, p. 1). More specifically, he contends that "many

companies have reported dissatisfaction with 
the results of

their planning efforts" (47, p. 1) because of the following

major pitfalls:
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- Top management becomes so engrossed 
in current

problems that it spends insufficient time on long-

range planning, and the process becomes discredited

among other managers and staff.

- Failure to encourage managers to do good long-range

planning by basing rewards solely on short-range
performance measures.

- Failing to make plans realistic, due to either over-

optimism or over-cautiousness.

- Failure to develop planning capabilities in major

operating units.

- Failure to develop company goals suitable as a basis

for formulating long-range plans.

. Top management's consistently rejecting the formal

planning mechanism by making intuitive decisions 
which

conflict with the formal plans.

- Asking top executives to take a "broader view" when

they are actually unprepared and untrained to 
do so.

- Not realizing the scope and depth of strategic issues

that could affect their firms--Vietnam, the oil cri-

sis, consumer movement, changing social values, and

so forth.

- Executives unwilling to accept the rigor and disci-

pline of formal strategic management--of making 
deci-

sions on complex issues and seeing that they are

carried out.

- Over-expectations from formal planning; expecting

that all eventualities could be forecast and sur-

prises could be eliminated; not making the goals 
of

planning clear.

- Failure to build flexibility into plans; insisting

on a single prediction of future trends rather than

recognizing that all planning assumptions are 
based

on uncertainty.

- The relative stability of the 60's led to complacency-

-expectation of a smooth path into the future.

- Difficulty in converting the masses of information

about the business environment into usable assumptions

and strategic issues.
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- Failure to generate a variety of strategic 
alter-

natives, so that top management has a true choice

among courses of action.

- Difficulty in actually getting plans implemented,

once decisions were made (45, pp. 1-2).

Although redundant in places because of the variety

of sources utilized to compile the list, it nonetheless

summarizes to a great extent the somewhat dubious attitude

toward planning found in organizational communities today.

It also partially justifies Amara's contention that "plan-

ning can be a very sterile and barren activity 
if not viewed

integrally with acting and doing" (2, p. 2).

The final problem to be considered is another instance

of rhetorical jousting. In reviewing planning literature,

a variety of adjectives are linked regularly to the term

"planning" as a means of distinguishing types of plans.

The more commonly encountered descriptors are "operations",

"operational", "short-term", "long-term", "strategic",

"corporate", and "annual". Along with these descriptors

invariably comes another variety of definitions, as exem-

plified by Royce's differentiation between strategic 
and

operations planning (47, p. 1), Lin's between corporate

planning and budgeting (36, p. 29), and Leontiades' between

long-term and annual planning (34, p. 192). Once again,

although meaningful and helpful to some extent, such time and
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effort devoted to clarifying this distinction may only

cloud the natural differences and confuse 
the issue in the

eyes of practitioners.

Support for the Planning Process

Although faced with a myriad of problems, the planning

function itself has become an undeniably important 
part of

the management task. As Royce has precisely stated,". . .

an over-emphasis on the problems may lead us to forget that

there have been many benefits from the movement towards

formal planning in business" (47, p. 1). Most authors

arrive at an explicit or implicit conclusion that ". .

planning is essential to the survival and growth of any

company" (47, p. 1). This attitude seems quite common among

practitioners as well, as revealed by Patrick Irwin, a

practicing consultant specializing in planning. He contends

that his experiences have shown that the true believers 
and

supporters of organizational planning are

1. Most chief executives

2. Most managers who have participated in a well-

structured planning program

3. Those who recognize that planning gets results

(27, p. 9)

Further, he states,

But though they may be believers, they are far from

satisfied with the state of the art. Despite this,

I have never yet heard a chief executive say he would

try to run his business without it (27, p. 9).

According to Royce, differences in planning efforts

among organizations are "usually based on cultural 
features
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that affect what often is called the 'management 
style' of

a company" (47, p. 1). But Irwin adds an additional insight

into this right to differ by suggesting that planning must

be supported by attention and emphasis directed toward five

major essentials: "change, effectiveness, alternatives,

concentration, and committment" (27, p. 7).

More Recent Planning Perspectives

Planning has had its successes and its failures. In

light of this, it is very important to remember that

". . . planning, as a well-developed practice of management,

is still in its infancy" (27, p. 9). As such, it must be

nurtured faithfully to yield the contribution which it may

be capable of providing. Many recent articles and books

seem to be directed toward this end. Many seem to share

a common and particularly valuable foundation which consists

of a delicate balance between general frameworks for gui-

dance and specific areas for examination, analysis, and

possible actions. At the very basis of more current ap-

proaches seems to lie the assumption that the planning

function itself must be planned (17, p. 1096). Also, there

seems to be some de-emphasis on definitional differences of

opinion. This is humorously, yet poignantly, demonstrated

in a quote attributed to the internationally reknown expert

on planning, George Steiner. When asked to define planning,

he answered by saying, "I'm not sure I can define it, but
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I know it when I see it" (34, p. 189). This attitude, while

possibly interpretable as being overly blase concerning the

definition of planning, might also be considered 
a contri-

bution to a growing consensus that "Since planning 
differs

among companies, different prescriptions would be expected"

(34, p. 189). Explicit in the writings of Leontiades

and Emshoff (34, 17) but also implicit in the writings of

Kast and Rozenzweig and McCarthy, Minichiello, and Curran,

there appears a growing need to get away from homogeneous

models for organizational planning and to provide instead

frameworks to aid managers in the description of their

planning systems (32, pp. 436-463; 38, pp. 12-26). Then,

after the description is complete, more emphasis is directed

toward converting the presently described system to the pre-

scribed or desired system of planning. As Emshoff puts it,

to "specify what changes in planning should be made and

in what sequence for the organization" as well as "how to

execute the change process" (17, p. 1095). Such approaches

take great strides toward admitting that simply because

many organizations do not adhere to some preconceived

model or theory of planning, it does not mean that they do

not plan. It is perhaps an acceptance of the assumption

that "Over the past twenty years, most companies in the

developed world have had some type of formal planning system"

(47, p. 1). Further, it may be a realization that tradi-

tionally, planning literature has not only failed to
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acknowledge differences in the planning needs of companies,

but may have even blurred the distinction through 
its

attempts to offer a one best way to plan. As a result of

this desire for this homogeneity, where a planning 
process

is purported to be "applicable to all 
companies in all

circumstances", it has only resulted in confusion among

corporate planners as they try to reconcile theory 
with

their own practical experience (34, p. 189).

Current literature seems directed toward cutting 
across

the descriptive and prescriptive aspects of planning and

dealing more specifically with the idea that 
"the conversion

of a planning system needs as much planning as 
the process

being planned" (17, p. 1095). Toward this purpose,

Leontiades has offered an interesting means for distin-

guishing among the types of plans according to the planning

needs of individual organizations. This is accomplished

through the use of two criteria, the organization's stage

of development and planning scope. He explains these cri-

teria thusly:

That is, a company can be in one of three stages of

growth with either a narrow or a broad perspective 
on

the lines of businesses which it wishes to manage.

Stage of growth means progression from a single pro-

duct firm (Stage 1) to a firm in several related areas

(Stage 2) to one diversified in unrelated areas (Stage

3). Broad planning scope refers to an interest in

diversification outside the present mix of businesses,

while narrow planning scope reflects predominant at-

tention to managing those businesses that the firm

happens to be in (34, p. 189).
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The elements are organized into a two-dimensional matrix,

as indicated below (See Fig. 1).

PLANNING SCOPE

STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT Broad (B) Narrow (N)

Diversified (Stage 3) (B) 3

Related Products (Stage 2)

Single Product (Stage 1) (N)lI

Fig. 1--Leontiades' planning matrix (34, p. 189)

In order for a company to move to each higher stage of

development, at least a temporary movement to a broader

planning scope must occur. Narrow planning scope requires

only the most elementary planning tools, such as the capital

budget, while broader planning moves 
to more sophisticated

techniques of planning. Leontiades' approach strongly

supports Emshoff's contention regarding 
the importance of

the conversion of planning systems (17, p. 1095) by empha-

sizing the critical "prospects of adapting to organizational

change at the same time that the planning system 
is being

altered to meet the new demands placed on it" (34, p. 191).

Even after the organization has progressed to the next

higher level of development, it may choose to move back

into the narrow mode of planning and stay at that stage,

content with growth "within closely defined and familiar

businesses" (34, p. 191).
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It is evident that such an approach to classifying the

desired position of the organization 
can reveal much about

its planning needs and of the individuals 
whose task it is

to manage it. Further, it is extremely rational, in

light of the definitions applied, 
that the planning needs

of a firm in Cell (B) 3 would differ vastly from those of

one such as reflected in Cell (N) 1. The value of identi-

fying the desired position of the firm 
and describing the

planning tools and techniques 
commonly used by others in

that classification can supply vastly 
important insight and

direction to its future planning efforts.

In order to regularly evaluate and ascertain the posi-

tioning desires of an organization, the concept of a "plan-

ning audit" fits in well with the identification or classi-

fication methodology employed by Leontiades. In an attempt

to avoid the previously discussed confusion traditionally

associated with planning tools, the following assumptions

and perceptions are extracted from 
Leontiades' explanation

of the planning audit.

It involves the evaluation of what the company's

current position is in its selected market-place

(34, p. 192).

' It involves the establishment of "repositioning

objectives to define what kind of company it 
wants

to be in five or ten years" (34, p. 192).
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- It involves taking "a longer and more comprehensive

view" in which "there is greater focus on information

external to the annual plan, such as in-depth market

studies or special industry surveys" (34, p. 192).

- It is treated as a separate function from any 
other

short- or long-term planning processes which may

exist. It has its own time-table and independent

framework of analysis from the other "planning

rituals" (34, p. 192).

- It "deals directly with the ultimate success or fail-

ure of the firm" (34, p. 192).

it "establishes guidelines which govern annual 
plans"

(34, p. 192).

It "is a relatively unstructured operation in 
the

organization" (34, p. 192).

It can never be formalized to the extent of other

plans (34, p. 192).

"Target objectives are not to be reexamined, 
to be

scrutinized, and to be altered annually" (34, p. 193).

With these assumptions in mind, it is clear that even the

depth of the planning audit itself will differ 
from firm

to firm, just as the planning processes necessary for each

will differ in their formality and sophistication. The

planning audit, when utilized effectively 
can provide an

overall evaluative view of the organization's current
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position, planning process(es), desired position, and

foundation for change.

Describing the planning currently being utilized by

any firm or industry through planning audits may provide

valuable insights into the cultural and management style

characteristics acknowledged by many to be so 
important

to the success of future planning efforts (17, p. 1096; 47,

p. 1). There is an implication that the way an 
organization

goes about planning is as critical to the success of the

entire planning effort as the final plan itself. No better

reason could be offered for regular and complete assessment

of an organization's total planning effort.

Evaluating the presence or absence of a planning system

and describing it, no matter how subjectively, requires that

there be some general framework or guideline for the as-

sessment process. Having some objective elements by which

to compare planning systems does not, however, have to re-

duce the before-mentioned desire to maintain a flexible

attitude toward what constitutes planning. There are ap-

proaches to the assessment of planning systems offered 
by

a number of authorities. The approaches provide direction

without infringing upon the need for flexibility in planning

and they share some common, major elements.

The first factors which should be considered are the

values of the management team tasked with guiding the
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organization. Glueck contends that the value system of

the top executives is one of the three major factors af-

fecting plans (20, p. 22). McCarthy, Minichiello, and

Curran verify this importance (34, pp. 2-6). These values

contribute to the absence or presence 
of a planning culture

and, although often a subjective assessment, 
may involve

perceptions of the relative importance 
of planning and the

assignment of responsibility.

The existence of organizational efforts to analyze

operating environments, both internal and external, is

another significant aspect of any planning system (38, p.

53). A variety of elements may contribute to 
such an

analysis, but some of the more common ones include strengths

and weaknesses, resource allocation, market area information,

competition, changes in the organization's product 
mix and

other primary systems (20, p. 88; 38, pp. 52-58).

The presence of formalized processes for 
sustaining a

planning system can also provide meaningful 
insight through

a clarification of the mechanisms devoted to supporting any

planning system. These important tasks might include exa-

mination of factors such as the type and duration of regular

organizational cycles devoted to planning 
the communication

network and its methodology for vertical and horizontal in-

formation flow, and the identification of those elements

considered to be critical to effective planning efforts 
(38,
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pp. 346-368). These processes (or the absence thereof) are

strong indications of the state of the overall organiza-

tional planning preparedness.

Finally, there should be some end result(s) to the or-

ganization's planning process. Whether they are referred to

as goals, missions, purposes, objectives, strategies or

whatever else, some indicator(s) that planning has indeed

been done should exist (38, pp. 219-225). The formality and

specificity of those planning outcomes may vary in degree

from organization to organization (20, p. 29).

Although not defining or confining planning to a pre-

conceived model, an audit of management values, external and

internal environmental analysis efforts, formal organiza-

tional processes in existence, and the presence or absence

of planning outcomes may provide strong evidence of the type

and quality of planning systems (if any) and serve as a

description of those systems.

S & L Planning

The savings and loan industry has received compara-

tively little literary attention. When the additional

parameter of "planning" is included, the amount of refer-

ences becomes even smaller.

Several books have been published either totally or

partially devoted to the savings and loan industry, begin-

ning in 1940 with Bodfish and Theobold's Savings and Loan
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Principles. This work, as the name implies, is a rather

cut and dried presentation of specific aspects of savings

and loan activity with no mention of organizational 
planning

throughout its entirety (5). After a considerable lapse

of time, Heller, Bodfish, and Nelson co-editored a book

entitled Savings in the Modern Economy. 
This consisted of

papers and discussions presented at 
a symposium of econo-

mists looking at the prospects for future economic develop-

ment in 1953. Although touching upon a variety of topics

which might have served as an excellent basis for planning,

such as trend analysis, research and data collection, and

policy-making, no explicit effort was 
made to pull the

variety of topics together in a manner conducive to utilizing

the information as a basis for planning efforts (25). Five

years later (1956), Cashin published Savings and Loans 
in

Texas, which proved to be nothing more than a report 
on the

status and historical development of the industry in Texas

(10). Perhaps the most significant contributions in this

area occurred within the last two decades. In 1962, Leon

Kendall published The Savings and Loan Business. In this

work, Kendall offered more than just historical retrospect.

He offered informative introspect which is still referred

to by practicing savings and loan managers 
today. Discus-

sions of environmental roles and the savings and loan in-

dustry's place within those environments offered a strong
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foundation for understanding and action 
formulation.

However, it, like those before it, stopped short of expli-

citly discussing planning or how all the information 
pro-

vided might be used as part of a planning process 
(33).

Finally, in 1971, Leo Grebler's The Future of Thrift 
Insti-

tutions once again hinted strongly at the need for planning.

His chapters devoted to specialization and diversification

seemed to be building toward greater planning 
aspirations.

But, once again, practitioners were left 
wondering just how

such things happened, because still there was 
no explicit

discussion about planning--processes, methodology, 
tech-

niques, and so forth (21). And so the situation remains

at this time in regard to books devoted to the industry.

Industry Reports

Beyond textbook approaches to savings and loan manage-

ment, there exists a slightly larger body of literature 
in

the form of trade periodicals, general financial periodicals,

government reports, and specially prepared industry status

reports. These offerings deal with a variety of topics,

some of which apply more or less specifically to the subject

of planning.

All savings and loans have access to a number of indus-

try reports generated by the state or national 
League of

Savings Associations or the Federal Home Loan Bank. Reports

generated by the federal regulatory body 
consist almost
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exclusively of historical financial data, 
as does the

Significant Ratios series put out by 
the U. S. League (55).

Their use in any other than an evaluation 
mode would be

almost impossible, as they are admittedly published primarily

for comparison purposes. The U. S. League does put out two

other publications, Fact Book and S & L News Marketing Study,

that do take additional strides in the analysis of a variety

of trends which might be useful in planning. It must be

noted, however, that these publications also deal primarily

with reporting recent trends and very little 
with conjecture

about the future. They do supply seeds of thought which may

provide direction and insight into planning 
efforts of

S & L's (50, 51).

The Sheshenoff Company puts out two regular reports

which are highly regarded in the industry (53, 54). These

reports do offer some limited forecasting in major 
areas,

but are once again concerned primarily with the factual

reporting of a vast amount of financial and 
financial ratio

data for comparison purposes.

In summary, most of the highly regarded industry reports

are of an historical nature. While invaluable to S & L

management as benchmarks of comparison, and extremely well

organized and presented, they seem primarily control-oriented.

They offer some valuable information capable 
of being used

for planning, but no explicit guidance or assistance 
toward

an actual planning process.
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Overall Organizational Planning

A search for literature dealing with attempts 
to

approach the overall organizational 
planning effort in a

coordinated, systematic manner in this industry is a chal-

lenging task. The most general category involves articles

concerned with future expectations (46, 49) and dealing

with change (23). Primary emphasis is directed toward

areas such as trend-line projections of assets 
and mort-

gage markets, new marketing and financial instruments, 
and

computer technology. Such articles are marked by statements

and projections based upon factual information, 
valid

questions about what the future might 
hold, and no explicit

guidance for dealing with it.

Another type of approach directs itself toward

attempting to identify factors which may insure success,

as exemplified by Verbrugge and Goldstein's work (68).

Using some of the readily accessible industry 
comparison

ratios, their study supplies some important insights, such

as

consistently high profit performance is

achieved by much more than market or environmental

coincidence (68, p. 64).

increasing size is not a guarantee of higher

profit performance (68, p. 65).

these results do not prove that the stock form

of organization necessarily leads to higher profita-

bility (68, p. 65).
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*' *it is apparent that location plays 
a significant

role in profitability. However, many of the charac-

teristics which distinguish high profit 
from low

profit associations are managerial 
rather than envi-

ronmental (68, p. 65).

Their final conclusions unhappily boil 
the difference in

managerial adequacy down to elements of loan composition,

fee income, expense control, and loan quality--all financial

aspects of planning, implying that effective planning (and

therefore increased profitability) may be secured 
through

directing managerial efforts toward these 
critical factors

alone. Some very good general observations are perhaps

used to direct attention to a narrow 
planning perspective.

An article by Stafford and Cheseldine verify Verbrugge

and Goldstein' s finding that asset size 
is not a significant

differentiating factor in determining profitability 
(60).

They do go a step further by providing 
possible reasons for

this phenomenon, such as the offering of homogeneous pro-

ducts, the nature of the security underlying mortgage 
loans,

and people factors (recognizable units with visible officers,

home-town appeal). The identification of such factors may

provide better awareness and planning 
direction to some

planners.

Sources dealing with strategy are quite common 
in

industry literature. Two recent articles appearing in the

S & L News did, in fact, deal with the formulation of spe-

cific strategies in the areas of certificates of deposit,
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mortgage loans, cost of funds and liquidity. The term

planning is used in conjunction 
with short- and long-term

strategies, but neither dealt with the establishment 
of a

planning system in order to formulate 
those strategies or

the alternatives available to S & L management (29, 67).

Attempts to provide insight through comparisons 
of

industry actions during economic downtowns are 
also popular,

as exemplified by Dennis Jacobe's analysis 
of similarities

and differences in 1973 and 1978. He discusses the chal-

lenges facing management as they attempt to cope with

uncertainty and high risks in money markets. These impor-

tant operational realities are utilized 
extremely well to

stress the importance of finding a good "hedged" 
position

and planning in order to maintain it (28).

Very little reference is made in 
S & L literature to

marketing concepts and techniques. As previously mentioned,

the S & L News Marketing Stdy offers some perspective on

marketing in the industry; however, such information is

generally more of a strict market research/reporting 
type

(51). It provides ideas and direction based 
on research on

customer groups, new marketing techniques being 
utilized

or tested, and so forth. But more general literature

applying to a broader spectrum of financial 
intermediaries

must be accessed in order to find explicit attention 
devoted

to positioning and developing or protecting 
competitive

edges (52). Because of the lack of attention devoted 
to
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such areas in S & L literature, it is difficult to determine

whether or not this negligence results from a feeling 
of

security regarding the industry's position 
in the market-

place or an acknowledged lack of any such 
edge.

Two articles by John Stafford and Diana 
Cheseldine

seemed to offer the greatest promise 
as a contribution to

the overall planning effort of S & L's. 
The title of one

of the articles may be initially interpreted as being 
nar-

rowly-oriented and a review substantiated 
such an interpre-

tation. The "tool" offered for planning growth is a simple

mathematical forecasting method and may provide a manager

with a relatively easy way to estimate the future growth

of the organization (61). Their other work is, at the same

time, perhaps the most promising and most frustrating 
de-

voted to the idea of overall corporate planning 
in this

literature search. Directed specifically toward the concept

of corporate planning, it is the only source discovered

which deals explicitly with the concept of 
a systematic

approach to planning. Mr. Stafford and Ms. Cheseldine

stress the need for a system, as they state, "Whatever

system is used, corporate planning in the savings and 
loan

business can be improved by more discipline and 
a more

systematic approach" (59, p. 116). Ironically, after a

promising buildup, they embark upon an attack on planning

consultants and their academic jargon, and then narrow the

concept of planning to "two elegantly simple 
questions:
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Where have we been? Where are we now?" (59, p. 116).

These questions are directed toward critical 
performance

indicators of increase in total assets, return on average

assets, sources and uses of funds, and net worth ratios.

They also acknowledge the importance 
of "recognition and

response lags" and contend that "the winners 
in the plan-

ning game are those managers who can shorten 
both the recog-

nition and response lags" (59, p. 119). The challenge of

successful planning is summarized thusly: "The tough task

is to wed the turning points of the past to the differences

in the present to develop a trend line for future planning"

(59, p. 119). In other words, forecasts should be devel-

oped based on previous history and projected into the

future as a basis for planning. Exactly how to proceed with

the planning effort from that point on is left to the

enterprising S & L management team.

More Specific Planning

The work cited in the Overall Organizational Planning

section should not be construed to mean that effort has not

been directed toward planning in the savings and loan indus-

try. Considerable literature exists on specific 
aspects of

S & L management and planning. Several more of those major

areas will now be examined in order to provide insight 
as to

what has traditionally been viewed as the more important

areas of managerial concern and attention.
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First of all, the topic of supervisory regulation has

always received much attention in this 
industry. This

trend has accelerated over the past two 
decades as the amount

and complexity of those regulations have increased 
and will

probably continue to do so. Some sources offer speculation

and possible actions dealing with anticipated 
major changes

in regulations, with suggestions as to their possible impact

upon the S & L industry and/or the 
entire financial commu-

nity. Understanding and reacting quickly to such 
regulatory

changes has become an increasingly large task 
of any manage-

ment, but particularly in such a highly regulated industry

as this one. Although a tremendous variety of examples

exist, some of the major ones consistently seem to 
be in-

terest rates (9), changes in Congressional attitudes (11),

and merger/acquisition activities (57). Most seem directed

toward gaining a better grasp of these major external 
factors

which affect the industry's future. More limited space

is devoted to such topics as consumerism (12) and particular

operational activities (19) in light of government mandates.

Another very important aspect of S & L management 
is the

topic of branching. The opportunity to open branch oper-

ations is viewed as perhaps the industry's major advantage

over its huge competitors, commercial banks, who have been

denied this right. Some articles deal with the simpler

aspects of branch management, such as staffing and cost

controls (42). But the subject of branching is also
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receiving perhaps the most sophisticated 
attention of all

areas in the industry. Computer-generated models are being

used increasingly, and the location decisions 
and even

facility layouts are being viewed as marketing actions (41).

More marketing-oriented terminology is 
encountered than in

any other aspect of S & L management 
at this time. Dis-

cussions of branching involve "situational analysis", 
"key

variables",, "customer demographics", and "market penetration"

in one instance (6) and "branch systems", "branch objec-

tives", and "market share" in another (70)! Literature on

this topic appears to far exceed other industry planning

processes regarding information 
collection, analysis and

decision-making.

Savings and loan instruments receive extensive 
attention

also. In this area, "planning" really seems to involve

more reactionary response and control due to 
the inflexi-

bility of the types of instruments available to the industry

because of regulations and competitive pressures. 
In-

struments such as certificates of deposits (their duration,

minimums, and interest rates) are of primary interest, but

their main elements are dictated by government 
and the

market-place (56). Some more innovative instruments such

as discount card clubs (14) and credit cards (4) are more

within the realm of individual planning, but represent 
a

relatively small percentage of overall organizational 
acti-

vity, at least at this point of their development. 
There
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seems to be wide agreement that competition 
to a large

extent dictates the type and mix of 
financial services that

can and will be offered by S & L's in the 
future. The

primary topic still open for planning 
seems to be the timing

of the delivery of such services in order to gain or retain

desirable market shares. Even though tightly constrained,

vast opportunities and advantages appear 
to exist for those

S & L's which can effectively plan and 
carry out a suitable

timetable for the offering of new savings 
and loan instru-

ments such as draft accounts, electronic tellers and so

forth (66).

Some limited attention has been devoted to planning

in the personnel area. The increasing use of part-timers

to offset cyclical variations in workload 
is viewed as an

increasingly important possibility (43). Aladag has verified

the need for emphasis in this area and offered 
a sound

framework for developing a plan to more adequately 
match the

number and quality of employees with the needs of the organi-

zation (1).

Finally, the concept of budgeting may still be considered

by many S & L managers to, in essence, be the planning pro-

cess. As such, occassional attention is directed toward it

through the insertion of discussions such as that 
by Pyhrr

and Burchett on the value of zero-base budgeting 
into a trade

publication (45). However, it would seem that this part of
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planning may still be left primarily 
to the chief accountant

or controller in many cases.

Related Research

Previous research efforts directed toward the savings

and loan industry have been extremely empirical 
in nature.

In 1965, Harold Warner examined the decision-making

process of S & L's through a thorough 
study of one savings

and loan association. He used econometric and stimulation

techniques to analyze policy variables and found that en-

vironmental variables were more important 
than internal

factors in explaining changes in those variables. 
Specific

attention was not directed toward analyzing 
the practical

application of relationships found among primary variables

(69).

Pettit later tested the functional relation 
between

size, branch structure, and performance through regression

analysis. He found that large, multi-branch associations

are, on the average, more efficient with lower 
costs of

operations and higher profits. One of his primary con-

clusions held that industry expansion could be 
most effi-

ciently carried out through new branches (44). No recom-

mendations were developed for planning such 
branching

activities.

A study of the operational behavior of savings 
and loans

was conducted by Byrne in 1971. He utilized multi-variate
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linear regression to question the importance 
of economies

of scale. His primary finding was that average 
deposit size

and average mortgage size seemed to be the most 
statistically

significant variable in explaining variations 
in operating

expense ratios. From this narrow perspective, he made 
policy

recommendations regarding the promotion of 
size (7).

Also in 1971, an empirical assessment of the utility

of applying general systems concepts 
to the management of

the savings and loan industry was conducted. Although

yielding few practical application guidelines, 
this study

was the most thorough in its analysis 
and verification of

the importance of a broader, systems-oriented approach to

the industry (64). But the link between the general systems

concepts tested and their application 
to the design of a

planning system was left to the practitioner 
or subsequent

research efforts.

Finally, two studies were conducted aimed at comparing

savings and loans by their type of ownership, that is, be-

tween mutual and stock organizations. McCracken directed

his attention toward significant differences in 
performance

based upon statistical analysis of balance 
sheets and income

statements. He argued "a priori" that stock associations

should naturally be more aggressive and then 
found that the

most important factor affecting performance differences 
was

the general condition of credit markets, 
correlating posi-

tively with regional economic activity. He also found that
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under normal market conditions, 
in each size group, stock

associations prefer higher growth rates of 
savings capital

and mortgage lending, are more willing 
to assume risk and

make greater efforts to minimize the cost of financing 
their

asset portfolios (39).

Shortly thereafter, Cox directed her study toward

operational behavior differences 
between mutual and stock

associations. She was content with identifying 
the extent

to which specific operational differences 
were present.

Dealing with areas such as types of savings deposits, lending

policies, profit incentive programs, 
and so forth, she found

that there was not a significant difference 
between the mu-

tual and stock organizations (13).

Summary

Literature and previous research in the area of planning

in the savings and loan industry covers a 
broad spectrum

of activities, including many factors which might be consi-

dered primary considerations in any planning 
efforts.

However, they tend to isolate these factors and avoid

attempts to relate them in a systematic way to overall

planning concepts and methodologies. 
When attempts are

made, they tend to de-emphasize what Anthony 
has referred

to as "strategic planning" and "implementation" 
and rely

almost exclusively upon the "operational control of unit
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tasks" and "enabling systems," such 
as accounting systems

and financial reports (3, p. 22).

The literature is very strong in comparative analysis,

based on excellent historical and financial 
data available

for research. But little or no attention is focused upon

how planning processes might help 
deal with the relation-

ships discovered. Further, it is uncertain as to "if" or

"how" practicing S & L managers attempt 
to conduct overall

organizational planning in light 
of the tools available to

them and the state of their industry. 
One thing is clear--

the industry as a whole is coming under increased pressure

to plan. This pressure is being exerted by Federal regula-

tory bodies, its trade association, and economic and compe-

titive factors.

The general topic of planning has been 
approached from

a wide variety of perspectives (30, 65), but its importance

to the strength, growth, and even survival of an organization

has long been supported (35). Most recently, there appears

to be a recognition by many writers that the topic of plan-

ning may have strayed into the same state 
as management did

in the hands of early dogmatists; that is, that there was

a "one best way" to plan. The result was a vast number of

prescriptive planning models that supposedly 
would fit any

organization. The failure of many of those specific planning

models to fit in with the dynamics of the real world 
may be
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the single most important factor in their subsequent

dismissal by practitioners (31).

The trend today seems to be a more 
realistic one.

There seems to no longer be an adamant 
denial of the exis-

tence of a planning system simply 
because it does not fit

some preconceived model. Instead, important attitudinal

and cultural factors are being recognized for their 
impor-

tance to the formulation of an appropriate 
planning system.

Also, more explicit attention is being directed to "changing"

planning systems rather than installing 
them where none

have previously existed. The use of a tool such as a plan-

ning audit to evaluate the present 
planning system, however

"formal" or "informal," may well become 
a very important

part of planning as a method 
of determining what needs to

be done and how to go about doing it. 
The era of crystal-

ball prescription might return to more 
pragmatic methods of

descriptive study proceeded by appropriate 
prescriptions

based upon the status of the present system and the 
pre-

vailing management style in the organization or 
industry.

The subjective aspects of management' s attitude 
toward

planning, as well as the part that subjectivity plays in

current planning efforts, may hold important 
insights into

the possible direction of future activities. 
It is a

reality which must be dealt with in order to design a better

planning system with appropriate degrees 
of sophistication
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and rates of change in any specific organization's operating

environments.
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CHAPTER III

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

This chapter is devoted to the presentation of data

collected in this study. A brief review of the methods

used to collect the data is followed by an explanation

of the treatment of the findings. Finally, individual,

descriptive case studies are offered.

Data Collection

Personal interviews were conducted with savings and

loan executives in the Dallas/Ft. Worth metroplex during

the month of June, 1979. There were twenty-nine savings

and loan associations whose headquarters were located in

the metroplex and/or primary planning responsibilities were

carried out in this geographic metropolitan area. All of

these associations were contacted and participated in the

study, resulting in a sample size of 100 per cent of the

total universe available. Participants in the personal

interviews were qualified as vice-presidents or above and

as participants in the planning process(es) of their

respective organizations.
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The questionnaire administered (see Appendix A) was

designed in such a manner as to obtain some "Yes" or "No"

answers in order to tabulate the participants' responses

to specific questions. The questionnaire also solicited

a small number of relative comparisons, a larger number of

specific descriptive responses, and a few attitudinal/

perceptual ones aimed at providing additional insights into

the reasoning behind responses previously provided. The

exploratory nature of this study supports an emphasis

on a normative, descriptive approach to the collection of

data.

Treatment of the Data

The research instrument was designed to solicit infor-

mation pertaining to specific major elements of organiza-

tional planning processes. These elements will serve as a

basic outline for the presentation of the individual case

studies in this chapter as follows:

Management Values

Importance of planning

Responsibility/participation

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles
Communication
Primary factors

Internal Analysis

Major strength (s) /weakness (es)
Performance
Changes
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External Analysis

Competition
Market area/demographics
Changes

Planning Indicators

The first section of the research instrument, General

Information, will be used extensively in the analysis of

the data to follow in Chapter IV. The individual case

studies in this chapter will be numerically coded in order

to preserve confidentiality according to six asset size

categories thusly:

Numerical Sequence (1-x)

This number will serve as differentiator among associ-

ations of identical asset size category.

Asset Size Categories (A-F)

This letter will indicate the appropriate asset size

according to the following categorization:

A - $25 Million or less

B - $26 through $50 Million

C - $51 through $75 Million

D - $76 through $100 Million

E - Over $100 Million but less than $1 Billion

F - Over $1 Billion

Therefore, "Association 2-C" will identify the second

association interviewed whose assets fell in the $51 through

$75 million category.
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The individual case studies will be presented in the

order in which they were accomplished during the interview

process. The responses indicated are as recorded by the

interviewer, although some responses indicate a clear

difference in interpretation by the respondent.

Individual Case Studies

Association 1-F

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is viewed as ex-

tremely important; equal in importance to the control

function. Advantages accrued by planning are survival

and profitability.

Responsibility/participation.--Primary responsibility

rests with the chief executive officer and vice-presidents

of operations, marketing, finance, and planning. Some other

supervisory personnel participate, but not on a regular

basis. Participation is through a formal committee at the

highest level, informal meetings at lower levels. Training

consists primarily of experience. The reward system is

in no way tied directly to planning.
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Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is a regular cycle, but in people's

minds rather than on paper. Budgeting is viewed as the

1-2 year short-term plan with no direct tie to longer-term

planning. Short-term plans are the only ones accomplished

formally, although they have an informal 5-year plan, and

a 10-year plan is in the developmental stage.

Communications.--Plans are not conveyed to lower-level

personnel on a regular basis. Plans are coordinated among

functional areas through formal and informal meetings and

a yearly management conference for supervisors and above.

Longer-term plans are not linked to day-to-day operations

in any formal manner.

Primary factors.--Factors which should receive primary

emphasis in planning include customer and marketplace

demographics, methods of positioning the organization in

its desired marketplace, product evaluation, corporate

expansion (branching), and organizational image.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--Strengths are history

and tradition (image), very good expense control, ability

to attract excellent personnel, asset size, branch network,

and good specialization. Weaknesses are conservative
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management attitude toward risk, difficulty in retaining

good personnel, cost of money, and management indecisiveness

in some areas. The association's competitive advantages

are seen as identical to its strengths.

Performance.--Organizational performance is primarily

monitored through return on average assets and the at-

tainment of dollar goals of net income. Customer service

and marketing are considered the most important operational

factors affecting organizational performance.

Changes.--Internal changes anticipated include the

offering of NOW (checking) accounts, broader consumer loans,

electronic teller services, plastic card accounts, and

automatic deposit programs.

External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's are considered the organi-

zation's primary competition; other competition includes

banks, credit unions, and mortgage banks.

Market area/demographics.--Dallas/Ft. Worth metroplex

and eleven surrounding counties are considered the primary

market area. Customer demographics have been studied

through formal market research conducted by an external

consultant.
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Changes.--More violent competition, continuing and

changing regulations, increased volatility in all environ-

ments, and increasingly sophisticated investors are fore-

seen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

This association has no formal, written purpose or

mission, objectives, or agreed upon strategies. There are

some informal, unwritten agreements on such items as profit

objectives, but they are primarily in people's minds.

Association 1-C

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is viewed as ex-

tremely important; equal in importance to the control

function. The ability to progress in bad times as well

as good ones is considered to be the advantage of planning.

Responsibility/participation. --The president, executive

vice-president, and three functional vice-presidents are

given primary responsibility for planning. Area supervisors

also regularly participate through informal, monthly

meetings and coffee-break discussions. Training relies

primarily upon experience; however, some participants are
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sent to training seminars in specific operational areas.

The reward system is in no way directly tied to planning.

Formal Plann Processes

Cycles.--There is no regular planning cycle. Planning

is done on an ad hoc basis, as deemed appropriate and

necessary. Budgeting is the short-term plan and is infor-

mal. At the beginning of each year, the next year is

planned (budgeted), and the next five-year period is gener-

ally brainstormed.

Communications.--Plans are not regularly conveyed to

lower-level personnel but are coordinated among departments

through formal meetings. Longer-term plans are informally

linked to day-to-day operations through getting people

involved and proper training in carrying out the details

of the plans.

Primary factors.--Generation of savings and investment

policies are the two primary factors for emphasis in plan-

ning efforts.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--Major strengths are

the aggressive attitude of employees and conservative finan-

cial management. The major weakness is that the same overly
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conservative approach sometimes results in a lack of

pioneering spirit. The association's competitive advan-

tages are its aggressive, helpful employee attitude,

high visibility and active participation in community

affairs, and the fact that it is locally-owned.

Performance. --Organizational performance is monitored

primarily by profit, profit to assets, gross income, and

various ratios supplied by the state examiners. Personnel

and customer service rank at the top in operational im-

portance to organizational performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates building more

full-service branches, becoming more involved in automated

services, and developing a marketing staff.

External Analysis

Competition.--This administrator did not consider

anyone to be competition.

Market area.--Collin County is considered the primary

market area. Customer demographics have been determined

through market research done by the local Chamber of

Commerce and feasibility studies conducted for branching

requests.
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Changes.--Less personalization of services and more

consumerism is foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association has a formal, written purpose or mis-

sion dealing with service to the community and profit for

its stockholders. Objectives are established by the

president and Board of Directors. They deal with main-

taining a friendly image, controlling expenses, and so

forth. Although unwritten, the president and Board also

have formally agreed upon strategies.

Association 2-C

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is viewed as ex-

tremely important but less important than the control

function. The ability to survive is viewed as the advantage

accrued by planning.

Responsibility/participation. --The managing officer

and divisional vice-presidents are primarily responsible

for planning. In some cases, the next lower level is

allowed to participate but not on a regular basis. Parti-

cipation is through formal committees and the setting of

individual or departmental goals/objectives and action plans.

Participants have been trained through an extensive in-house
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training program supplied by an external consultant. The

reward system is indirectly tied to planning through

periodic evaluations but not directly tied to pay or pro-

motions.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--A formal, annual cycle includes forecasting,

objectives development, action plans/timetables, budgeting,

translation into departmental/branch objectives, and quar-

terly progress reviews. Budgeting is a part of the plan-

ning effort but comes near the end. The one-year system is

formal and regular, while some general, longer-range goals

have informally been developed.

Communication.--Plans are regularly conveyed to lower-

level personnel verbally through the chain of command.

Coordination among functional areas is carried out through

weekly meetings of departmental heads. The one-year plan

is linked to day-to-day operations through individual

objective setting and progress reviews.

Primary factors.--In general, the primary factors

which should receive emphasis in planning are those things

over which the organization has control. Concentrating on

these things helps to identify actions which can affect

those things over which there are no control.
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Internal Analysis

ajor strengths) /weakness(es).--Strengths include

aggressive,new management, tremendous financial backing

from parent company, experience and knowledge in the real

estate market, and the ability to draw upon the expertise

of other members of the holding company of which they are

a part. Major weaknesses are slow reaction to change and

inability to attract and retain enough qualified personnel.

The association's competitive advantages are viewed as

identical to its strengths.

Performance.--Performance is evaluated by savings

growth relative to the market as a whole and return on

net worth as compared to other associations their own size.

Customer service and loans were ranked as most important

to organizational performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering what-

ever services the market demands in the future, including

NOW (checking) accounts.

External Analysis

Competition.--The primary competition is considered

to be other S & L's.
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Market area.--Dallas County is the primary market area.

No studies have been conducted to discover or analyze

customer demographics.

Changes.--Increasingly homogeneous financial inter-

mediaries resulting in more severe competition, new ser-

vices for savers, more sophisticated savers, and rapidly

changing regulations are foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association has a formal, written purpose/mission

which deals with growth in savings deposits, growth in

mortgage servicing portfolio, and geographic expansion.

Objectives are established through the formal, annual

management-by-objective process. Formally agreed upon

strategies state how the objectives are to be accomplished

and are referred to as action plans.

Association 1-D

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is viewed as ex-

tremely important; equal in importance to the control

function. The ability to train needed personnel in advance

of the need for them and maintain a better state of pre-

paredness for change are considered to be the advantages

of planning.
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Responsibility/participation .--The managing officer

and executive vice-president are primarily responsible

for planning. The controller, regional vice-presidents,

and data processing chief also regularly participate through

informal group meetings and individual conversations. The

participants are not trained in planning. The reward

system is not tied to the planning effort.

Formal Planning Processes

Cy cles. --No regular cycle exists, although timetables

are sometimes established for major activities. Budgeting

is actually the plan and is performed annually. The asso-

ciation plans (budgets) one year to 18 months into the

future formally; longer-range plans are discussed on an

informal basis.

Communication.--Plans are regularly conveyed only to

the branch manager operational level. Plans are not regu-

larly communicated among functional areas for coordination

purposes. Longer-term plans are linked to day-to-day oper-

ations in some areas informally through the training pro-

cess.

Primary factors.--The personnel function and data auto-

mated systems should receive primary emphasis in planning.
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Internal Analysis

Mjo r strentk (es).--Strengths include a

very strong financial base and very conservative 
management

resulting in an extremely high quality asset portfolio.

Weaknesses are a too highly centralized decision-making

process, poor communications, lack of formal training

programs, and the lack of input solicited from 
lower-level

personnel. The only competitive advantage is seen as the

offering of outstanding personalized services to customers.

Performance.--Overall performance is evaluated by

profits and earnings to average assets. Customer service

ranked as the single most important operational factor

contributing to performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering NOW

(checking) accounts and automated teller services in the

future.

External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's are considered the primary

competition, but credit unions will be in the future.

Market area. --Dallas County and a portion of Collin

County are considered the association's primary market area.
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No studies have been conducted to discover 
or analyze the

demographic characteristics of the 
association's customers.

Changes.--Homogeneous financial intermediaries and

increased competition are foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association does not have a formal, written pur-

pose/mission, set of objectives, or agreed upon strategies,

although some general objectives are informally 
considered

as a part of the budgeting process.

Association 2-F

Management Values

Importance of planning. -- Planning is viewed as ex-

tremely important; equal in importance to the control

function. Better personnel utilization and increased

profitability are considered to be the primary 
advantages

resulting from planning.

Responsibility/participation.--Primary responsibility

for planning rests with the Executive Management 
Committee

consisting of the chief executive officer and four func-

tional vice-presidents. The Senior Management Group, made

up of regional presidents, also participates regularly in

the planning effort through formal committees. 
Participants
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are trained primarily through experience and a 
vast amount

of academic and industry education. The reward system is

indirectly tied to planning at the upper-level through

periodic evaluation, but the evaluations are not directly

tied to subsequent pay or promotion decisions.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is a regular, annual cycle which in-

volves objective setting (financial and non-financial),

establishing timetables for accomplishment, budgeting, and

review procedures. The financial objectives provide the

basis for the budget. Formal planning is an annual cycle,

always accompanied by some general, informal discussion

of the longer-term.

Communications.--Plans are regularly conveyed to lower-

level personnel through participation in the planning pro-

cess, annual retreats for all personnel down to mid-level

management, and effective in-house communication. 
The same

holds true for coordination among functional areas. The

annual plan is linked to day-to-day operations by getting

all managers to commit themselves to objectives.

Primary factors.--The generation of savings flows,

loan demand, product/service mix, target markets, and the

development of personnel should receive primary emphasis

in planning.
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Internal Analysis

ajor strength(s)/weakness(es).--The major strength

lies in well-educated, highly experienced personnel. Turn-

over and the lack of proper training in the personnel 
area

are the major weaknesses. The association's competitive

advantages are its state-wide market coverage, decentralized

organizational structure, and corporate flexibility.

Performance.--Organizational performance is evaluated

by profitability and various significant ratios. Some are

monitored daily, others monthly, but all are compared to

the plan. Customer service and personnel rank as the most

important operational factors contributing to performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering new

electronic/automated customer services, more branching, and

the development of a new centralized marketing effort in the

future.

External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's are considered the primary

competition now, but perhaps credit unions will become more

so in the future.

Market area.--Texas is considered to be the primary

market area. Customer demographics, with particular emphasis
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on income levels, have been studied by internal personnel

in the preparation of branching requests.

Changes.--Increased homogeneity of intermediaries

and the services they offer, resulting in more direct

competition and challenges, are foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association has a formal, written mission statement

which is re-formulated annually and deals with the desired

target market, funding availability and so forth. Objec-

tives are formulated out at the operational divisions 
within

the constraints supplied by the corporate mission statement.

Formally agreed upon strategies become action plans and

supply the "how" to objectives once they are accepted.

Association 1-E

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is viewed as ex-

tremely important; equal in importance to the control

function. Advantages accruing to those who plan include

the ability to be proactive rather than reactive, supply

discipline to action, generate contingency plans, and pro-

vide better flexibility, continuity, and teamwork.

Responsibility/participation.--Primary responsibility

for planning rests with the Board and chief executive
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officer. All senior management regularly participates

through formal committee work and informal meetings.

Participants are trained by an outside consultant. The

reward system is directly tied to planning through the

performance review process, profit-sharing, functional

commissions, and key-man incentives.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--The primary cycle is annual; but on each

annual cycle, longer-term plans are formally reviewed and

altered as deemed necessary. Budgeting is considered the

first year of any extended planning period and is accom-

plished through a "bottom-up" approach from operating divi-

sions. Formal plans cover two years for routine business,

three to five years for major events, and three years for

finance.

Communication.--Plans are not generally conveyed to

lower-level personnel but are communicated among functional

areas through specific purpose meetings. Longer-term plans

are linked to day-to-day operations by asking managers to

formulate how they intend to reach long-term objectives.

Primary factors.--Savings growth, interest rate expec-

tations, regulatory changes, and geographic expansion should

receive primary emphasis in the planning effort.
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Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness (es).--Strengths 
include a

strong, well-balanced management team, flexibility, and

excellent staff personnel. Regulatory constraints and

management information system capabilities 
are major

weaknesses. The association's competitive advantages 
con-

sist of its strengths and a solid and secure 
image.

Performance.--Historical industry trends and signi-

ficant ratios are used to evaluate performance. 
Personnel

and customer service are considered the 
most important

operational factors contributing to performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering elec-

tronic funds transfers, plastic card accounts, more point

of sale activity, and anything anyone else offers in the

future.

External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's are considered 
the primary

competition in terms of basic services, 
but other competition

comes from commercial and mortgage banks, as well as credit

unions.

Market area.--The primary market area is considered

to be the Dallas/Ft. Worth metroplex and Houston. 
Customer
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demographics have been researched in-house 
in conjunction

with feasibility studies for branching requests.

Changes.--Greater emphasis on community re-investment,

changes in lending patterns, more emphasis on the small

saver, more variable rate savings and mortgage instruments,

and more conversions from mutual to stock ownership are

changes foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association has a formal, written purpose/mission

which deals with community support, customer service, its

role as a savings fudiciary, and so forth. Objectives are

established annually at the management planning conference

and strategies are formulated through formal discussions

of how objectives may be achieved.

Association 3-C

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is viewed as impor-

tant; equal in importance to the control function. 
Its

most important advantage is in providing goals to work

toward and attain.

Responsibility/participation.--The managing officer 
and

Board of Directors are primarily responsible for planning.
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All departmental vice-presidents also regularly participate

through informal meetings. Training is provided by the

participants' experience. The reward system is only tied

directly to planning in one operational area through a

commission plan.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is no formal planning cycle. Informally,

plans are made on an annual basis, with the budget being 
a

part of the yearly plan. Also, the managing officer has

a general ten-year plan in his mind.

Communication.--Plans are conveyed to lower-level

personnel and among departments in an informal manner

through staff/departmental meetings. Longer-term plans are

linked to day-to-day operations through the same meetings.

Primary factors.--Loan origination and servicing,

diversification, and savings growth should receive primary

emphasis in planning activities.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s) /weakness (es) . --Strengths are flexibi-

lity and dedicated personnel. Themajor weakness is the lack

of thorough planning. No competitive advantage is claimed.
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Performance.-- Overall performance is evaluated by

return on average assets and savings growth. 
Loans and

marketing are deemed the most important factors contributing

to organizational performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering any

service which is allowed and will result in a 
profit in the

future.

External Analysis

Competition.--Primary competition for loans 
are other

S & L's and mortgage banks. Other S & L's, credit unions,

and commercial banks are primary competitors for savings.

Other competitors include the government, life insurance

companies, and retail outlets.

Market area.--The primary market area is considered

to be Texas. No studies have been done to discover or

analyze customer demographics.

Changes.--Increased homogeneity of financial 
inter-

mediaries, growth of the secondary mortgage market, 
and

shortening of asset terms are foreseen for this industry.

Planning Indicators

The association considers its mission/purpose to be

defined by its by-laws, ie., promote thrift and home
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ownership and make a reasonable profit. 
There are no

formal, written objectives or agreed upon strategies.

Association 2-E

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is viewed as 
extremely

important; equal in importance to the control function.

Advantages accrued through planning include the ability to

deal with increasingly sophisticated customers, 
react to

government regulations, and keep on top 
of the money market.

Responsibility/participation.--The president 
is pri-

marily responsible for planning. The executive, financial,

and administrative vice-presidents also participate regularly

through informal meetings and discussions. No training is

provided; experience is relied upon. The reward system is

in no way tied to planning activities.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is no formal cycle for planning. 
Bud-

geting is a valuable part of planning and 
is used to set

objectives. Informal plans are being developed for two 
and

five year periods.
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Communications.--Plans are conveyed 
to lower-level

personnel and among functional areas 
regularly through

office memos, meetings, and committees. Longer-range plans

are linked to day-to-day operations through constant 
per-

sonal reminders about those longer-range plans and 
how they

may be attained.

Primary factors.--Growth, reserve requirements, income

levels required to support desired growth, cash flow, and

attracting savings should be the primary factors in planning

efforts.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--The 
major strength is

a strong loan portfolio. Weaknesses include poor internal

controls and some poor investments in slum 
areas. No com-

petitive advantage is claimed.

Performance.--Return on average assets and general

administrative expense ratios are primary measurements 
of

overall performance. Personnel and customer service are

ranked as the most important operational factors impacting

upon performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates 
offering NOW

(checking) accounts, broader consumer 
lending activities,

and more involvement in real estate development in the future.
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External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's 
are considered to be the

primary competition.

Market area.--North Dallas is the association's primary

market area. Some internal market research has been 
con-

ducted to determine present and potential 
customer demo-

graphics.

Changes.--Increased homogeneity 
of financial inter-

mediaries and the disappearance of 
specialization in markets

and services are foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association has no formal, written purpose/mission,

objectives, or agreed upon strategies. The administrator

did contend that objectives were currently being developed.

Association 1-B

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is viewed as ex-

tremely important; equal in importance to the control

function. The advantage of planning is that it enables

organizations to make things happen 
rather than simply

reacting.
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Responsibility/participation.--The 
president is

responsible for the planning 
effort; no one else partici-

pates on a regular basis. Experience is relied upon as

training for planning. The reward system is in no way tied

to the planning activity.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is no regular planning 
cycle other than

the budget. Planning is accomplished ad hoc, as deemed

necessary. Budgeting is considered synonymous with planning.

The association has planned no further 
into the future than

the present budget cycle.

Communication.--Plans are not regularly 
conveyed to

lower-level personnel or among functional 
areas for coor-

dination purposes. There are no attempts to link longer-

term (annual) plans to day-to-day operations.

Primary factors.--How to grow while maintaining 
control

should receive primary attention in planning 
efforts.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--The 
major strength

of this organization is its sound loan portfolio. Its major

weakness is the lack of aggressive management. No compe-

titive advantage is claimed.
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Performance.--Overall performance 
is measured by profits

and growth in net worth. Accounting and personnel are 
ranked

as the most important operational factors contributing 
to

performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates developing 
a

better accounting system in the future.

External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's, credit unions, and

banks are considered the association's 
primary competition.

Market area.--The Dallas/Ft. Worth metroplex 
is the

primary market area. No studies have been conducted to

discover or analyze customer demographics.

Changes.--More rapidly changing government 
regulation

is foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

The organization has no formal, written purpose/mission,

objectives, or agreed upon strategies.

Association 2-D

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is 
considered ex-

tremely important; equal in importance to the control
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function. Advantages which accrue to associations that plan

include the ability to overcome problems, 
anticipate changes,

and more effectively deal with regulatory 
changes.

Responsibility/participation.--The 
president, two

senior vice-presidents, and the vice-president/treasurer

are given primary responsibility 
for planning. Departmental

managers also participate informally 
in the annual planning

effort. Training for such participation relies on 
exper-

ience. The reward system is not tied to the planning 
pro-

cess.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--A short-term (annual) 
cycle exists in the form

of budgeting, quarterly reviews, and cash flow projections.

Budgeting is viewed as an integral 
part of planning, pro-

viding operational parameters and 
becoming the actual tar-

geted goals. The annual, formal cycle is supplemented by

informal five and ten year informal planning 
in some speci-

fic areas.

Communication.--Plans are not regularly 
conveyed to

lower-level personnel but are conveyed 
among departments

for coordination purposes through monthly 
officers' meetings.

Any longer-term plans are linked 
to day-to-day operation

through constant verbal reminders and 
informal discussions
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concerning what must be accomplished 
now to attain the

desired goals.

Primary factors.--Cash flow management 
and methods of

achieving sufficient earnings to 
support a desired growth

rate are considered the factors which should 
receive primary

emphasis in any planning effort.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es)_.--The major strength

of this organization is perceived 
to be its financial

soundness. Its major weakness is a lack of experienced and

well-trained middle management. No competitive advantage

is claimed.

Performance.--Overall organizational 
performance is

measured by asset growth and earnings per share. Financial

management and customer service are considered the most

important operational factors 
affecting performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates 
attempting to

attract and retain personnel with higher 
skill-levels and

building physical facilities capable of handling 
a higher

volume of customer traffic in the future.
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External Analysis

competition.--Other S & 
L's and credit unions are

considered to be the primary competition.

Market area.--The primary market 
area consists of

northeast Dallas, Lewisville, 
and the area within two miles

of each branch location. Thorough internal market research

has been conducted in order to discover 
the demographic

characteristics of their primary customer 
groups.

Changes.--Increased homogeneity 
in all aspects of

operations is foreseen for the entire financial 
intermediary

community.

Planning Indicators

No formal, written purpose or mission 
exists for this

association. There is a set of formal, written objectives

established annually through a brainstorming 
approach.

They deal with such items as a desired percentage of asset

growth desired for the year, 
equating desired growth to

growth patterns of other specific 
associations in the area

and so forth. However, no strategies are agreed upon

formally.
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Association 3-D

Management Values

Importance of Planning.--Planning 
is considered ex-

tremely important; more important 
than the control function.

Advantages accruing to those who plan are the 
ability to

maintain better control and direction 
for the attainment

of desired goals/targets.

Responsibility/participation.--The president 
is pri-

marily responsible for planning. The chief financial

officer does regularly participate in the effort 
through

informal meetings and discussions. 
Some training is gained

through attendance at league seminars, 
but experience is

relied upon heavily. The reward system is not tied to the

planning effort.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--The only formal cycle is the budgeting cycle,

which includes a monthly review of plans 
versus actual

results and alterations of plans (the budget) as deemed

necessary. Budgeting is considered to be the single largest

part of planning. The budget cycle covers a twelve to

twenty-four month period. Work is currently being done on

developing a general five-year plan.
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Communication. --Plans are 
regularly conveyed to

lower-level employees and 
among departments for coordination

purposes through quarterly 
employee meetings and monthly

meetings with association officers. 
These same meetings

provide the primary vehicle for 
linking longer-term plans

to day-to-day operations through 
allowing frank and open

discussions of goals and whether or 
not they are being

achieved.

Primary factors.--Proper control 
of lending operations

(regulations, underwriting 
policies and so forth) and the

marketing of savings instruments should 
receive primary em-

phasis in planning.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--Strengths 
include its

home-based orientation, good personnel, and record of Board

member involvement in community 
affairs. Its major weakness

is an overly conservative attitude 
toward risk. The asso-

ciation's extreme local community orientation, 
particularly

in regard to serving loan demand when 
others would not, is

considered its competitive advantage.

Performance.--Return on average assets 
is the primary

measurement used to evaluate overall 
organizational
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performance. Personnel and customer 
service are considered

the most important contributors 
to performance.

Changes.--The association 
anticipates offering NOW

(checking) accounts;, remote tellers, bill paying 
services,

and other new savings and loan instruments 
as they are

allowed in the future.

External Analysis

Competition.--Other savings 
and loans are considered

the primary competition for 
loans; credit unions for savings

funds.

Market area. --The Garland and Lake 
Ray Hubbard area

are the association's primary 
market area. A market re-

search study has been conducted 
through an outside consul-

tant to determine customer demographics.

Changes.--Increased homogeneity 
among all financial

intermediaries and more short-term 
lending are foreseen for

the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association's purpose/mission 
is to promote thrift

and home ownership in the community. 
There are no formal

written objectives or agreed upon 
strategies, although

objectives are being developed currently.
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Association 3-F

Maemefnt Values

Importance of planning.--Planning 
is viewed as ex-

tremely important; equal in importance to the control

function. The advantage of planning 
is that it allows an

organization to go forward instead of always 
just looking

backward.

l~t 5 pl~s~i~bil ity/par -i in--The Executive Committee,

consisting of the president 
and the executive and admini-

strative vice-presidents are given 
primary responsibility

for planning. Branch managers occasionally 
participate

through branch meetings. No specific training is provided;

experience is relied upon. 
The reward system is not 

tied

to the planning effort.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is no regular cycle for planning; 
it

is done on an ad hoc basis. The budget is based upon plans,

but the tie-in is weaker at this time than it should be.

The association has planned one year 
formally and five years

on an informal basis in general 
areas.

Communication.--Plans are not conveyed 
to lower-level

personnel or among functional 
areas for coordination
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purposes. Longer-term plans are 
not linked to day-to-day

operations to any significant 
degree.

Primary factors.--How to attract 
and retain savings

inflows are the most important 
factors in any planning

endeavor.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--The 
major strength

of this organization lies 
in its two-state operations,

providing a stronger 
financial base. However, the two-state

operation is also viewed as a weakness 
due to coordination

problems. Another weakness is the lack of a sufficiently

large branch network. 
No competitive advantage 

is claimed.

Performance.--Overall organizational 
performance is

measured primarily by profitability, 
delinquencies, and

savings growth. Marketing and customer service 
are con-

sidered the most important 
operational contributors to

performance.

Changes.--The association 
anticipates offering larger

facilities (branches), more traditional 
banking services,

electronic tellers, and electronic funds transfers 
in the

future.
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External Analysis

CompetitiOn---Banks 
are considered the 

primary compe-

tition, although other S & L's 
and credit unions do present

some threats.

Market area.--Dallas 
and a portion of Collin 

and

Tarrant counties are 
the association's primary 

market area.

A study was conducted 
by the public relations 

department

over five years ago to analyze 
customer demographics, but

the findings have not been updated since.

Changes.--Increased 
homogeneity among 

all financial

intermediaries is foreseen for the industry, 
necessitating

drastic changes in services, 
physical facility layouts and

so forth.

Planning Indicators

The association has no 
formal, written purpose/mission,

objectives, or agreed upon strategies.

Association 3-E

Management Values

Importance of planning. -- Planning is considered ex-

tremely important; more important 
than the control function,

although it was indicated that planning 
is too often down-

played in relation to control. 
The ability to control 

your
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own destiny, rather 
than just reacting, 

is seen as the

advantage of planning.

pn t/p-articip --The senior vice-
Resosblt/p artiptin.-

president is given primary responsibility 
for planning

activities.The president, 
senior finance officer, 

and a

representative of 
the loan department 

also participate 
on

a regular basis through formal committee work. Partici-

pants receive no specific 
training in planning; 

previous

experience is relied upon 
almost exclusively. The reward

system is not tied 
to the planning effort.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is a regular 
cycle, but it is extremely

short-range in nature 
(almost month by month). 

Budgeting

is a very important part of planning. 
In fact, the budget

sometimes forces alterations 
to previous plans. The

association has planned through 
the end of the current year,

but only in specific, narrow areas.

Communication.--Plans 
are conveyed to lower-level

personnel verbally 
through the organizational 

chain-of-

command. They are conveyed among 
functional areas for

coordination purposes through 
formal and informal meetings.

Any longer-term plans 
are linked to day-to-day 

operations to

a limited extent through group and individual meetings.
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Primary factors.--Asset growth, achieving and

maintaining the required asset/reserve ratio, and profit-

ability should receive primary emphasis in any planning

effort.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--High quality personnel

and very few operational problems enabling a quick response

when economic conditions improve are considered the organi-

zation's major strengths. Weaknesses include a non-aggres-

sive image and a branch network which is weak in some

quality market areas. Competitive advantages are the same

as strengths, plus a telephone bill-paying service which

is currently the only such service offered in the Dallas

area.

Performance.--Overall organizational performance is

measured by profit, loan production, and savings production.

Personnel and customer service are considered the primary

operational factors contributing to performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering more

package services (like banks), including multiple account

priveleges, NOW (checking) accounts, financial counseling,

and trust services. The intent is to sell a family finan-

cial center concept.
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External Analysis

Competition.--On the savings side, other S & L's,

banks, credit unions, government, and brokerage houses are

considered primary competition. Banks and mortgage com-

panies are viewed as the competition in lending operations.

Market area.--Dallas county is considered to be the

association's primary market area. No studies have been

conducted to ascertain the demographic characterisitcs of

present or potential customers.

Changes.--Increased homogeneity among all financial

intermediaries, changing regulations resulting in more

competition, and interest-bearing checking accounts are

foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association has no formal, written purpose/mission,

set of objectives, or agreed upon strategies. The admini-

strator did indicate that officers were currently working on

establishing some working objectives intended to be devel-

oped into a management-by-objective planning system.
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Association 1-A

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is viewed as impor-

tant; equal in importance to the control function. Advan-

tages accruing to those who plan include a more orderly

growth and better budgeting.

Responsibility/participation.--The Executive Committee

is given primary responsibility for planning. The respon-

dent would not divulge which officers made up this commit-

tee. The Board of Directors also regularly participates

in the planning effort through formal committees. Some

training in planning is provided through attendance at

seminars on specific operational areas, but experience

is relied upon heavily. The reward system is not tied to

the planning effort.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is an annual planning cycle and some-

times a shorter-term cycle (six months) when deemed neces-

sary. Budgeting is considered an integral part of planning,

but only a part. The association has planned as far as

twenty-four months into the future; anything over twelve

months is considered long-term planning.
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Communication.--Plans are conveyed to lower-level

personnel and among functional areas for coordination

purposes verbally and through correspondence. No specific

efforts are directed toward linking longer-term plans to

day-to-day operations.

Primary factors.--Market coverage, both savings and

lending, should be the primary emphasis in any planning

effort.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--The major strength

of the organization is its people. There are no weaknesses.

The association's competitive advantages are its ability

to deal in the secondary mortgage market in areas not

available to others and the perpetuation of a total service

concept to customers.

Performance.--Overall organizational performance is

measured by annual growth in assets and income and return

on assets. Personnel and accounting are considered the most

important operational contributors to performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates increasing its

branching activities and the offering of more third-party

transaction services.
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External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's are considered to be the

primary competition.

Market area.--The city of Garland is the association's

primary market area. An internal market research study

has been conducted to ascertain the demographic character-

istics of their customers.

Changes.--Increased homogeneity among financial inter-

mediaries is foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association's purpose/mission is to serve the

financial needs of its primary community. There are no

formal, written objectives or agreed upon strategies.

Association 2-B

Management Values

Importance of planning. --Planning is viewed as not

important due to federal control; the control function is

more important by far. No advantages accrue to any asso-

ciation of this size which plans.

Responsibility/participation. --The president does

whatever informal planning takes place; no one else
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participates. The president relies on experience as

training. The reward system is not tied to planning.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is no regular cycle for any type of

planning. Budgeting is planning and extends a few months

into the future.

Communication.--Plans are not regularly conveyed to

lower-level personnel but some are conveyed among depart-

mental heads for coordination purposes through informal

discussions when deemed appropriate by the president. No

longer-term plans are linked to day-to-day operations.

Primary factors.--The only factor an organization in

this industry can plan is the personnel function--training

and reducing turnover.

Internal Analysis

j strength(s)/weakness(es).--The major strength

of the association lies in its ability to individualize

customer service because of its small size. Its major

weakness is the lack of any real marketing activities.

The competitive advantage is its small size and long-term

financial stability/image in the eyes of the community.
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Performance. -- Net worth and bottom-line profitability

are used to measure overall organizational performance.

Personnel and customer service are considered the most

important operational contributors to performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering NOW

(checking) accounts and expanding drive-in facilities in

the future.

External Analysis

Competition.--Banks are considered to be the primary

competition.

Market area.--East Dallas county is the association's

primary market area. Census data is looked at occasionally

to gain insight on customer demographics, but no real

research has been done.

Changes.--Increased homogeneity among all financial

intermediaries is foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

A purpose/mission for the association is defined in

its charter and by-laws as the promotion of thrift and home

ownership. There are no formal, written objectives or

agreed upon strategies.
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Association 2-A

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is considered ex-

tremely important; more important than the control function.

Having goals to monitor progress and the ability to better

cope with economic changes are advantages which accrue from

planning.

Responsibility/participation.--The president is given

sole responsibility for planning; no one else regularly

participates. The president relies on experience as

training for planning. The reward system is not tied to

planning activities.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is no regular cycle for planning. The

budget is an integral part of planning and covers a six-

month period. There are some informal plans which extend

over five years and even more general ten year ones on

specific major aspects of operations.

Communication.--Plans are regularly conveyed to lower-

level personnel verbally and informally. No functional

departmentalization exists at this time, making coordination

unnecessary. Longer-term plans are linked to day-to-day
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operations through close personal contact between officers

and operations personnel.

Primary factors.--The portfolio mix of short- and long-

term liquidities should receive primary emphasis in any

planning effort.

Internal Analysis

j strength(s)/weakness(es).--Good location and an

aggressive management attitude are considered the associ-

ation's strengths. The major weakness lies in the lack of

a good advertising and promotional program to tell the

organization's story. No competitive advantage is claimed.

Performance.--Overall organizational performance is

measured by return on assets. Customer service and personnel

are considered to be the primary operational factors contri-

buting to performance.

Changes.--The association intends to offer a wide

variety of new services directed toward building a new image

of a one-stop shop for all family financial needs. Some of

these services are electronic transfer of funds, automated

tellers, variable rate mortgages, free travelers' checks

for regular customers, and gold key accounts.
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Planning Indicators

There is no formal, written purpose or mission, but one

is currently being developed dealing primarily with the

type and quality of financial services to be offered and

desired market share. No formal, written objectives exist;

however, the administrator contends that general objectives

do exist in his head. Strategies exist for the attainment

of these informal objectives.

Association 4-E

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is considered as

extremely important; equal in importance to the control

function. Planning assures success and above average per-

formance.

Responsibility/participation.--The president, Board of

Directors, executive vice-president, and division heads are

solely responsible for the planning effort. This senior

management group participates through a formal committee

structure. An outside consultant has supplied some training

in planning, but experience is relied upon heavily. The

reward system is tied to planning at the senior level through

incentive bonuses based upon individual performance evalu-

ations.
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Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There are regular cycles for the planning

process, including annual, semi-annual, and monthly facets.

All except the monthly reviews, evaluations, and corrective

action formulations are accomplished off-site. Budgeting

is considered the numberization of plans and must remain

flexible. The association has annual and five-year for-

mal plans.

Communication.--Plans are supposed to be regularly

conveyed to lower-level personnel through the formal chain-

of-command, but no follow-up is conducted to assure that it

is accomplished regularly. Plans are conveyed among func-

tional areas for coordination purposes through committee

work and weekly departmental meetings. Longer-term plans

are effectively linked to day-to-day operations through

monthly review processes, formal variance analyses, meetings

and so forth.

Primary factors.--Economic forecasts, interest rates,

projected savings flow and loan demand, and the secondary

loan market should receive primary attention in any planning

effort.
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Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--The association's

strengths include its personnel, teamwork, profit orien-

tation of senior management, high yielding loan portfolio,

excellent branch network, expertise in land development,

and strong planning environment. Its weaknesses are a

weak secondary mortgage market capability, high cost of

savings, limited number of mid-management personnel, lack

of security investment capabilities, improperly functioning

loan solicitation program, and unclear organizational au-

thority/responsibility lines at this time. The staff and

their capabilities are the only real competitive edge

claimed.

Performance.--Overall organizational performance is

measured primarily by return on assets, return on beginning

net worth, costs of savings and loans, and various expense

ratios. Many other measurements are monitored regularly.

Personnel and customer service are considered the most

important operational factors contributing to performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering variable

rate mortgages, NOW (checking) accounts, and automatic teller

machines in the future.
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External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's are considered primary

competition for loans; other S & L's and banks for savings;

insurance companies for commercial loans.

Market area.--North Dallas is the primary market area.

An internal market research study has been done to ascertain

customer demographics.

Changes.--Higher cost of money, implementation of NOW

accounts, increased market volatility, increased importance

of the nation-wide secondary mortgage market, variable rate

mortgages, and increased homogeneity among financial inter-

mediaries are changes foreseen for this industry.

Planning Indicators

The association's mission is to serve the financial

needs of the community, reward its employees and offer them

an opportunity to grow personally, provide a reasonable

return to its stockholders, and stay among the top associ-

ations in the area in profitability. A formal set of ob-

jectives dealing with a broad spectrum of organizational

and individual goals are established, implemented, and

reviewed on a regular basis. The process includes formal

agreement upon action plans (strategies) which supply the

"how to" for the previously established objectives.
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Association 3-A

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is considered ex-

tremely important, but the administrator was unable to de-

cide exactly if it were more, less, or equal in importance

to the control function. Planning establishes where you

desire to go and what is necessary to get there.

Responsibility/participation.--The president and vice-

president are primarily responsible for planning. The

controller also regularly participates through informal

meetings and discussions. One person has attended a

training seminar on planning and budgeting, but experience

is relied upon heavily. The reward system is not tied to

the planning effort.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is a regular, annual planning cycle.

Budgeting interfaces with and is based upon the annual

plan. Besides the annual planning cycle, there is also a

formal five-year plan, updated and extended annually.

Communication.--Plans are conveyed to lower-level per-

sonnel and among functional areas for coordination purposes

through the distribution of the written plans and regular
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meetings. Linking longer-term plans to day-to-day

operations is relatively easy due to the association's

small size, making close personal contact with all staff

members simple.

Primary factors.--Market area definition should receive

primary emphasis in any planning effort.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--The major strength

of the organization is its personnel (at all levels). The

major weakness is its size, making it difficult to meet

competitive threats. The competitive edge is the associ-

ation's personal touch with local savers; others in the area

have become too large and impersonal.

Performance.--Overall organizational performance is

measured by bottom-line profitability only. Marketing

and lending are considered the most important operational

factors impacting upon performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering elec-

tronic fund transfers, automated tellers, telephone bill-

paying services, NOW (checking) accounts, and variable rate

mortgages in the future.
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External Analysis

Competition.--Banks and other S & L's are considered

the primary competition.

Market area.--Northeast Tarrant county is the primary

market area. No studies have been undertaken to discover

the demographic characteristics of the association's cus-

tomers.

Changes.--Increased government control and homogeneity

in the types of customer services offered by financial

intermediaries are foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association has a formal mission providing for the

establishment of a profitable, service-oriented financial

organization. A formal set of objectives are developed

annually, as are strategies for the attainment of those

objectives. Five-year objectives are also reviewed and

revised annually based upon any new information gained

during the previous year.

Association 5-E

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is considered impor-

tant, but not as important as the control function. Planning
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enables an organization to respond to changes more

rapidly.

Responsibility/participation.--The president and vice-

presidents of both the savings and lending functional areas

are given primary responsibility for planning. The con-

troller and managers down to the mid-level also regularly

participate to a limited extent. At the upper level, for-

mal committees are utilized; at the lower levels the input

is usually verbal and very informal. Some personnel have

attended training seminars and conferences on planning in

specific areas, but experience is the primary training.

The reward system is not tied to the planning effort.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is a formal, annual planning cycle with

monthly and semi-annual reviews, comparison of planned to

actual results, and alterations when necessary. Budgeting

is an integral part of the plan, but planning action must

precede the budgeting process. The association has a one-

year plan consisting of objectives, budget, and so forth

and more informal five- and ten-year plans which are basi-

cally trend projections.

Communication.--Plans are regularly conveyed to lower-

level personnel through the departmental chain-of-command
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and periodic staff meetings. Meetings and involvement

in planning activities are utilized to insure coordination

of plans among functional areas. All of the already men-

tioned means plus consistent use of plans as a point of

reference makes longer-term plans more realistic and helps

link them to day-to-day operations.

Primary factors.--Securing an adequate amount of funds

to meet loan demand, developing new savings instruments,

and coping/responding to regulatory changes should receive

primary emphasis in any planning effort.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--Strengths include a

good location in a tremendous market area, staff personnel

and their talents, and the ability to respond to the needs

of the community. The major weakness is complacency in

some aspects of operations. Its unique, local identity

(only home-owned association in the area) and a personal

service orientation are viewed as competitive advantages.

Performance.--Bottom-line profitability is the primary

measurement of overall organizational performance. A

variety of other comparison ratios are monitored, but only

receive intense attention, analysis, and action when they

do not compare favorably with other selected S & L's.
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Customer service and lending are the most important

operational factors contributing to performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering any

and all new services that are required by the federal

government, because he contends that everything that is

allowed by regulation becomes mandatory in order to stay

up with competitors.

External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's are considered the primary

competition for deposits. On the lending side, there is no

real competition because there are more loans out there

than can be made by all intermediaries combined.

Market area.--Arlington is the association's market

area. External consultants have conducted a market re-

search study to discover customer demographics.

Changes.--More burdensome regulations, increased con-

sumerism, better services for the small depositor, and

identical services offered by all financial institutions

(if Congress has its way) are all foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association does not have a formal, written purpose

or mission. A formal set of objectives are developed
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annually forpresentation and approval by the Board of

Directors. Strategies are agreed upon to supply the "how"

to objective attainment after their acceptance.

Association 3-B

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is viewed as ex-

tremely important; equal in importance to the control

function. Advantages gained from planning include less

liquidity problems, the ability to prepare in advance for

changes, better cash flow, and the ability to more accu-

rately foresee peaks in economic activity.

Responsibility/participation.--The vice-president/

secretary-treasurer is primarily responsible for any plan-

ning activities. The managing officer and Board of Direc-

tors also regularly participate through formal committee

work. No specific training is provided in planning; exper-

ience is relied upon. The reward system is not tied to

planning efforts.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--The only regular cycle is a monthly one con-

sisting of review and alteration of the budget and cash flow

projections. Budgeting is considered as synonymous with
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planning. The association plans approximately nine months

in advance on an informal basis.

Communication.--Plans are not conveyed to lower-level

personnel and thereisno formal departmentalization at this

time, negating the need for functional coordination. There

are no longer-term plans to link to day-to-day operations.

Primary factors.--Cash flows should receive primary

emphasis in any planning effort.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--Strengths include a

good public image and excellent Board of Directors. The

lack of enough well-qualified personnel to provide all the

services which should be offered and an antiquated ac-

counting system are identified as the association's major

weaknesses. No other competitive edge besides the excellent

public image is claimed.

Performance.--Overall organizational performance is

measured solely by bottom-line profitability. The most

important operational contributors to performance are cus-

tomer service and financial management.
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Changes.--The association anticipates offering any and

all services required and allowed by government regulation

or competition.

External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's, banks, and credit unions

are considered primary competitors.

Market area.--Grand Prairie is the association's mar-

ket area. No studies have been conducted to determine

customer demographics.

Changes.--Increasing rates for both savings and loans,

more regulation and compliance reporting, and more identical

services offered by all financial institutions are foreseen

in the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association's purpose is defined in its by-laws

as the promotion of thrift and home ownership. No formal

objectives or agreed upon strategies exist for the organi-

zation.
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Association 4-B

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is considered fairly

important, but not as important as the control function.

There are not many advantages gained from planning besides

survival and providing goals toward which progress can be

monitored.

Responsibility/participation.--The executive vice-

president/managing officer, controller, and the vice-

presidents of finance, lending, and savings are primarily

responsible for planning. The Board of Directors also

regularly participates, but all planning is accomplished

ad hoc through informal meetings. No specific training for

planning is provided; experience is relied upon.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--No regular planning cycle exists other than

the annual budgeting process. Budgeting is considered

synonymous with planning. The association plans a maximum

of twelve months into the future.

Communication.--Plans are supposed to be conveyed to

lower-level personnel through the departmental chain-of-

command. Plans are conveyed among functional areas through
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ad hoc departmental head meetings, but it was contended

that much of the actual planning was done in isolation to

a great extent. No real longer-term plans are available

to link to day-to-day operations.

Primay factors.--Income and expense factors should

receive primary attention in any planning effort.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--Excellent staff, the

wide diversity of services offered, and an innovative loan

department are considered major strengths. The major

weakness is an inability to cope with growing pains; for

instance, keeping staff knowledgeable and equipment up-to-

date. The association's competitive advantages include its

physical location in a prime market area and innovative

loan programs unavailable through other intermediaries.

Performance.--Overall organizational performance is

measured primarily by bottom-line profits, although some

other comparative ratios such as net worth to net assets

and scheduled items to net worth are periodically monitored.

Changes.--The association does not know what new ser-

vices, facilities, or activities in which it will become

involved. Its policy is not to be a pioneer and wait to

see what others offer.
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External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's are considered the primary

competition, with commercial banks running a close second.

Market area. --Irving is the association's primary

market area. No studies have been conducted to ascertain

the demographic characteristics of customers.

Changes.--More government regulation and everyone's

service offerings coming together are foreseen for the

industry.

Planning Indicators

The association has no formal, written purpose or mis-

sion, objectives, or agreed upon strategies.

Association 4-A

Management Values

Importance of planning. --Planning is viewed as ex-

tremely important; more important than the control function.

Planning allows organizations to anticipate future person-

nel and equipment needs, save money, and cope with federal

regulations more effectively.

Responsibility/participation.--The president, Board of

Directors, and executive vice-president are solely
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responsible for planning. What planning occurs is done

informally and no specific training is provided; exper-

ience is relied upon exclusively. The reward system is not

tied to planning.

Formal Plann Processes

Cycles.--There is no regular planning cycle other than

the annual budget. Budgeting is considered the plan and

is a very simple process. The association used to attempt

to plan five years ahead, but is now satisfied with one-

year plans at the very best.

Communication.--What plans exist are conveyed to lower-

level personnel easily, due to the organization's small

size, through personal discussions. No functional depart-

mentalization exists and there are no real longer-term plans

to link to day-to-day activities.

Primary factors.--Personnel and equipment needs should

receive primary attention in any planning effort.

Internal Analysis

najor strength(s)/weakness(es).--Large reserves, a

very conservative lending attitude, and a sound loan port-

folio are considered to be the association's strengths.

Its weaknesses include a non-aggressive management style,
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the lack of enough qualified personnel to expand its

business, and failure to keep up with current trends.

Conservatism and a home-town approach to service constitute

the association's competitive advantages.

Performance.--Profits and asset growth compared to

their own past performance are used to measure overall

organizational performance. The administrator could not

rank operational factors in order of their importance to

performance.

Changes.--No new services, facilities, or activities

are planned for the future.

External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's are considered the primary

competition; perhaps insurance companies for larger loans.

Market area.--Lancaster is the organization's primary

market area. No studies have been conducted to ascertain

customer demographics.

Changes.--This administrator sees S & L's and banks

banding together and fighting to eliminate needless regu-

lations and changes in services which differentiate finan-

cial intermediaries.
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Planning Indicators

The association has no formal, written purpose or

mission, objectives, or agreed upon strategies.

Association 5-A

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is considered ex-

tremely important, but not quite as important as the con-

trol function. Advantages which accrue from planning

include the ability to deal more effectively with short-

term interest rate fluctuations, disintermediation, the

borrow short/lend long problem, and the challenges of

branching.

Responsibility/participation.--The president is solely

responsible for the planning effort. Training in planning

has been obtained from a wide variety of academic and trade

schools and seminars as well as a vast amount of experience.

The reward system is not tied to planning.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is no regular planning cycle, but one

is being developed. Budgeting is viewed as a separate

process (operational), whereas planning is long-term in na-

ture. Presently, the association has planned eighteen to
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twenty-four months in the future informally and dealing

basically with the specific area of branching.

Communication.--Plans are not conveyed to lower-level

personnel. They are conveyed among functional areas

informally for coordination purposes. Longer-term plans

have not been developed, so linking them to day-to-day

operations has not been dealt with yet.

Primary factors.--Cash flow, compliance with federal

consumer regulations, and manpower planning should receive

primary emphasis in any planning effort.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--The association's

major strengths include a stable staff, good location in a

sound economic market, high yielding asset portfolio, qual-

ity Board of Directors, and an aggressive management atti-

tude. Weaknesses are some lack of depth at key positions

necessary for further expansion and the lack of really good

planning. Its competitive advantages are considered to be

the friendliness of its employees, location, and a special

safety deposit box program.

Performance.--Overall organizational performance is

measured by return on assets, return on average net worth,

profit margin, and operating ratio. Personnel and financial
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management are considered to be the most important

operational contributors to performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates increasing its

branching efforts and offering NOW (checking) accounts,

variable rate mortgages, and reverse annuity mortgages

in the future.

External An

Competition.- -Banks are considered the primary compe-

tition, with very large S & L's running a very close second.

Market area.--The association's primary market area is

an area within a three-mile radius around the main office

and a two-mile radius around each branch office. The only

study of customer demographics is accomplished asa part of

feasibility studies required for a charter or branching.

Changes.--Increased homogeneity in all phases of ser-

vices among all financial intermediaries is foreseen for

the industry.

Planning Indicators

A mission statement has been developed recently. It

involves operating under all supervisory regulations and by-

laws, providing appropriate financial services and market

coverage (through branching) to its customers, maintaining a
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good working environment for employees, and optimizing

the return to stockholders through profitable operations.

No formal objectives or agreed upon strategies have been

established, but are currently in the developmental stage.

Association 4-D

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is considered ex-

tremely important; more important than the control func-

tion. The ability to accomplish social and economic ob-

jectives accrues to those who plan.

Responsibility/participation.--The president is pri-

marily responsible for planning, although the functional

area vice-presidents also regularly participate informally

at staff meetings. Experience is relied upon heavily as

training for planning, but academic and industry courses

also provide some training. The reward system is not tied

to the planning effort.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is a regular, annual planning cycle,

involving a yearly retreat devoted exclusively to planning.

The process is mainly ad hoc between those annual sessions.

Budgeting is a part of planning, but planning controls the
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budget, not vice-versa. There are formal one-year plans

and five and ten year informal forecasts/projections.

Communication.--Plans are regularly conveyed to lower-

level personnel and among functional departments for coor-

dination purposes through regular staff meetings, seminars,

and informal discussions. The same regular communications

serve to effectively link longer-term plans to day-to-day

operations.

Primary factors.--Cost of money and interest income

generators are the factors which should receive primary

emphasis in any planning effort.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--The ability to gen-

erate savings money and conservative lending policies are

considered the association's greatest strengths. Its weak-

nesses are its small size and the lack of enough well-

qualified personnel. No competitive advantage is claimed.

Performance.--Overall organizational performance is

measured by return on assets and expense items. Marketing

and lending are considered the most important operational

factors impacting upon performance.
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Changes.--The association anticipates offering all

the services the regulatory laws will allow in the future.

External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's, credit unions, banks,

brokerage houses, retailers, and insurance companies are all

considered to be primary competition.

Market area.--Duncanville is the association's market

area. An internal study has been conducted to ascertain

customer demographics.

Changes.--Increased homogeneity among all financial

intermediaries is foreseen for the industry.

Planning Indicators

The association's formal, written mission is to pro-

vide a strong, community-oriented financial institution and

promote thrift and home ownership in its market area. A

formal set of objectives and agreed upon strategies for the

attainment of these objectives have been established.

Association 6-E

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is considered ex-

tremely important; more important than the control function.
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Planning makes decision-making easier and provides different

action plans for different scenarios.

Responsibility/participation.--The president and key

senior officers (vice-presidents) of lending, admini-

stration, savings, and finance are primarily responsible

for planning. Some mid-level executives and a special

officer with the title of "boundary spanner" also regularly

participate in the planning process. Participation is

through both formal committee work and informal meetings

and discussions. Training in planning has been provided

by a special S & L consulting program consisting primarily

of financial planning, ratio analysis, and so forth. Ex-

perience is also relied upon heavily at the senior levels.

The reward system is not tied to the planning process.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles.--There is a regular, formal three-year planning

cycle, but it is only updated every three years. Budgeting

is considered relatively unimportant. The administrator

contends it is simply a forecast which is periodically

checked for accuracy. The association has the formal three-

year plan and five, ten, and twenty year plans becoming

more general as the length of the plan increases.
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Communication.--Plans are not conveyed to lower-level

personnel, but are conveyed among functional departments

for coordination purposes at the higher levels through par-

ticipation in the formal planning processes, regular man-

agement meetings, and so forth. Longer-term plans are

linked to day-to-day operations by working backwards from

targets (goals) and openly discussing methods of attaining

them.

Primary factors.--Cash flow management and personnel

training and development should receive primary attention

in any planning effort.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--The ability, back-

ground, and experience of personnel at all levels is the

association's major strength. Its major weakness is an

inability to determine how much communication is necessary.

The competitive advantage is specific expertise in interim

loans and land development.

Performance.--Overall organizational performance is

measured by return on assets, market share, employee to

asset ratio, and return on equity. Marketing and customer

service are considered the most important operational fac-

tors impacting upon performance.
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Changes.--The association anticipates offering NOW

(checking) accounts in the future.

External Analysis

Competition.--Banks, credit unions, and brokerage firms

are considered to be the primary competitors for savings;

for lending, other S & L's and mortgage bankers.

Market area.--Dallas and its suburbs constitute the

association's primary market area. No studies have been

conducted to discover customer demographics.

Changes.--S & L's will become more aggressive in

lending, attracting capital, and secondary marketing acti-

vities. Also, S & L's will generally become more like other

financial institutions in all respects.

Plann Indicators

The association's formal, written mission is to meet

the financial needs of the family unit, develop personnel,

and pay them in accordance with their responsibilities and

the local labor market. Formal objectives and agreed upon

strategies have been developed. Starting with a general

twenty-year outlook, the process works backward progres-

sively to shorter spans, getting more specific as the

time period involved decreases.
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Association 5-B

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is considered unim-

portant. The control function is much more important.

There are no advantages gained from planning.

Responsibility/participation.--The Board of Directors

and president do some planning in board meetings. Exper-

ience is the only training necessary. The reward system

is not tied to any planning effort.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles. -- There is no regular cycle for planning,

Budgeting is the annual plan and is the only real formal

planning effort. The association has planned six months

into the future.

Communication.--Plans are not conveyed to lower-level

personnel or among functional departments for coordination

purposes. There are no long-term plans to link to day-to-

day operations.

Primary factors.--The market for loans and the cost of

money are the primary factors to emphasize in any planning

effort.
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Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--The association's

strength lies in its ability and willingness to participate

in all types of loans. Its major weakness is a lack of

sufficiently qualified personnel. The working knowledge

of all types of loans is seen as a competitive advantage.

Performance.--Overall performance is measured by

bottom-line profitability. Lending and customer service

are the most important operational factors contributing to

performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering any

services the government allows in the future.

External Analysis

Competition.--Mortgage bankers are considered the pri-

mary competitors.

Market area.--Texas is considered this association's

primary market area. No studies have been (or will be)

conducted to discover customer demographics.

Changes.--S & L's will become more like banks, offering

the same types of services (checking accounts and so forth).
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Planning Indicators

The association has no formal purpose or mission,

objectives, or agreed upon strategies.

Association 6-B

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is viewed as ex-

tremely important; equal in importance to the control

function. Planning provides a sense of direction, antici-

pation, and timing of actions.

Responsibility/participation. --The president is solely

responsible for the planning effort and relies upon exper-

ience as training. The reward system is not tied to plan-

ning.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles. --There is no regular planning cycle. Budgeting

is very important and is the annual plan. The association

has precise (but informal) plans for one to two years and

more general three-to four-year plans.

Communication.--Plans are regularly conveyed to lower-

level personnel through informal meetings. There is no

departmentalization at this time. Longer-term plans are

effectively linked to day-to-day operations through the
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regular staff meetings which include frank and open

conversations about where the organization is headed.

Primary factors.--Attracting funds and maintaining

better control of deposit levels should receive primary

emphasis in any planning effort.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es).--Good, experienced,

loyal management and staff, an innovative attitude, auto-

mated accounting system, and a service corporation are all

considered organizational strengths. Its weaknesses in-

clude size, mutual ownership, and the lack of an adequate

branch system. A personal service touch is claimed as a

competitive advantage.

Performance. -- Overall organizational performance is

measured primarily by bottom-line profitability and return

on assets, although almost all earnings/profitability ratios

are regularly monitored and compared with similar-sized

S & L's. The most important operational contributors to

performance are accounting and financial management.
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External Analysis

Competition.--Banks are considered primary competitors,

with other S & L's and credit unions less of a threat but

still offering some competition.

Market area.--North Dallas is the association's pri-

mary market area. No studies have been conducted to dis-

cover customer demographics.

Changes. --All financial intermediaries basically will

be the same in the future.

Plann Indicators

No formal purpose or mission, objectives, or agreed

upon strategies have been developed or committed to writing

in this association.

Association 7-E

Management Values

Importance of planning.--Planning is considered impor-

tant; more important than the control function. Planning

allows an organization to maintain a progressive place in

its market area.

Responsibility/participation.--The president and vice-

president/corporate secretary are given primary
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responsibility for planning, although the executive

vice-president also participates informally on a regular

basis. No special training in planning is provided; exper-

ience is relied upon exclusively. The reward system is

not tied to planning efforts.

Formal Plannng Processes

Cycles.--No regular planning cycle exists. The budget

is considered an important part of planning. There are

actually no formal plans, but projections have been made

informally four or five years into the future.

Communication. --The informal plans are regularly con-

veyed to lower-level personnel and among functional areas

for coordination purposes to a limited degree through re-

gular meetings. These same meetings are intended to link

longer-term plans to day-to-day operations, but the link

is admittedly weak.

Primary factors.--Branching locations and image-

building should receive primary emphasis in any planning

effort.

Internal Analysis

MLajor strength(s)/weakness(es).--Being locally-owned

and a state mutual, having a long history of stability and
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service to the community, and a good public image are all

considered organizational strengths. No weaknesses are

recognized, and its competitive advantages are considered

to be synonymous with its strengths.

Performance.--Profitability is the measurement of

overall organizational performance. The main operational

factors which contribute to performance are customer service

and personnel.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering any new

services they are forced into offering by regulation or

competitive pressures.

External Analysis

Competition.--S & L's which are part of holding com-

panies are considered the most serious competitive threat.

Market area.--Ft. Worth and its surrounding communities

are the association's primary market area. No studies have

been conducted to ascertain customer demographics.

Changes.--Homogeneity among all financial intermedi-

aries is foreseen for the industry.
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Planning Indicators

The association has a formal, written mission of

serving the public and housing industry. It has no formal

objectives or agreed upon strategies.

Association 4-C

Management Values

Importance of planning. --Planning is considered ex-

tremely important; equal in importance to the control

function. Planning improves an organization's chances to

maintain high profitability.

Responsibility/participation.--The president and two

vice-presidents are primarily responsible for planning,

although department heads participate formally through the

budgeting process. No specific training is provided for

planning; experience is relied upon. The reward system is

tied to planning through a bonus plan based on goal

attainment.

Formal Plan Processes

Cycles.--There is a regular planning cycle, consisting

primarily of the annual budget. The budget is the formal

plan. The association plans one year formally and five

years into the future on a very informal basis.
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Communication.--Plans are regularly conveyed to

lower-level personnel and among functional areas for coor-

dination purposes through staff meetings and verbal com-

munication down the chain-of-command. These same vehicles

are intended to link longer-term plans to day-to-day

operations.

Primary factors.--Expansion, branching locations,

attracting and developing new personnel, and maintaining

a rate of profit capable of supporting plans should receive

primary attention in any organizational planning effort.

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s)/weakness(es) . --Excellent customer

service and organizational flexibility are the association's

major strengths. Its weaknesses include the lack of ade-

quate media exposure and not providing enough training for

staff members. The way the organization treats people is

considered its competitive advantage.

Performance.--Overall performance is measured by pro-

fitability and return on assets. Customer service and

personnel are the most important operational factors im-

pacting upon performance.

Changes.--The association anticipates offering variable

rate mortgages, new savings instruments, and NOW (checking)
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accounts, becoming more active in the secondary mortgage

market, and establishing more service corporation activities

in the future.

External Analysis

Competition.--Other S & L's, commercial and mortgage

banks are considered primary competitors.

Market area.--Ft. Worth is the association's primary

market area. Both internal studies and market research

by an outside consultant have been conducted to discover

current and potential customer demographics.

Changes.--S & L's will become increasingly like all

other financial intermediaries.

Plannig Indicators

The association does not have a formal, written purpose

or mission. However, a set of formal objectives and

supporting strategies are developed annually.

Summary

Chapter III has provided specific facts about the

planning efforts of a broad spectrum of savings and loan

associations. The case study presentations allowed the

accurate identification of the individual responses of
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participants and will lend themselves to further

categorization and analysis. It was noted that admini-

strators' responses to identical questions were in some

instances objective and in others subjective depending

upon the particular respondents' perspectives toward the

subject of planning. These matters of perspectives and

attitudes will be dealt with in greater detail in the ana-

lysis of the data.

With few exceptions, participants were very willing,

and even eager in some instances, to discuss the facets

of planning as they viewed them relating to their parti-

cular organizations. Chapter IV will group the respondents

in such a way as to provide a methodology for identifying

the common factors emphasized by the administrators and

will serve as a foundation for conclusions and recommen-

dations to follow in Chapter V.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Chapters III and IV of this study are dedicated to the

presentation and analysis of the data obtained through

personal interviews with savings and loan administrators.

Chapter III presented the research findings as recorded

by the interviewer on an individual case basis. In keeping

with the general audit elements provided in the literature

review, a standard format was utilized in the case studies.

The outline of this format was as follows:

Management Values

Importance of planning
Responsibility/participation

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles
Communication
Primary factors

Internal Analysis

Major strength(s) /weakness (es)
Performance
Changes

External Analysis

Competition
Market area
Changes

Planning Indicators

144
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During the gathering of data and preparation of

individual case studies, a sound basis for analysis and

comparison was consistently sought. However, it was found

that some standard management theory differentiations which

may have logically been assumed to provide a framework for

comparison, in fact, did not. Notably, no significant

trends were distinguishable by asset size ($0-25M, $26-50M,

$51-75M, $76-100M, over $100M but less than $1B, and over

$1B), type of ownership (mutual or stock), or type of

charter (federal or state). There did, however, appear to

be a distinction based upon the relative degree of forma-

lized planning currently taking place in the individual

associations. Generally, three major categories emerged--

those which had no planning system, those which had an

informal system, and those which had a formal one. Cri-

eria for classifying the participating organizations into

these three categories were as follows:

Category I--No planning system.

Associations which fell into this category

exhibited little or no indications of

having planned. They generally had no

regular cycle for planning (other than

budgeting, in some cases) and no more than

one popularly recognized planning outcome,

ie., mission, purpose, objectives, and

strategies.
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Category II--Informal planning systems.

Associations which fell into this category

exhibited informality in the planning

effort. Some of these organizations had

just moved from not having a planning

system at all, while some were actively

attempting to move to a more formal system.

Many aspects of their planning systems

were in developmental stages. There were

various combinations of regular cycles

other than budgeting and some definable

planning outcomes, although in some cases

they were still unwritten.

Category III--Formal planning systems.

Associations which fell into this category

exhibited explicit formality in their

planning activities, including a regular

cycle for planning and at least some

formal, written planning outcomes.

It was felt that a certain amount of subjectivity and over-

lap in the description of these major categories was neces-

sary in order to prevent the previously noted tendency to

draw overly simplified lines between "planners" and "non-

planners." This categorization allowed for the description

of degrees of planning formality found in the industry and
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comparisons of such based on recognizable systems (or pro-

cesses) while preserving conclusions for the final chapter.

Within each category, analysis will proceed along the

same basic outline as utilized for the presentation of the

individual case studies in Chapter III. After comparing as-

sociations which fell into each category, major similarities

and differences will be noted. More flexibility will be evi-

dent than in the case studies so as to provide additional in-

sights into the state-of-the-art of planning in this industry.

Category I Associations

Associations in this category have been identified as

those which exhibited no planning system as such. Eighteen

associations fell into this category.

Management Values

Importance of Planning

Although having exhibited no significant formal plan-

ning characteristics, sixty-seven per cent of the respon-

dents classified planning as "extremely important." Four

of these associations considered planning more important

than the control function, seven considered it equal in

importance, and one indicated it was less important. Of

the twenty-two percent of the administrators who classified

planning as "important," half considered it equal in
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importance to the control function and one each contended

planning is more and less important than control. The two

associations (eleven percent of this category) which clas-

sified planning as "not important" ranked planning as less

important than control. Table I reflects these findings.

TABLE I

IMPORTANCE OF PLANNING

Planning Relationship
to Control Function

Equal
More in Less
Imp. Imp. Imp. Total Percentage

Very Important 4 7 1 12 67%

Important 1 2 1 4 22%

Not Important 0 0 2 2 11%

Totals 5 9 4 18 100%

The advantages of planning as seen by those admini-

strators who ranked planning as "not important" were pre-

dictable, ie., no advantages were perceived. However, among

those associations which ranked planning as "important" or

"extremely important," a wide variety of advantages were

viewed as accruing to organizations which plan. The most

commonly cited advantages were:
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1. Survival and increased profitability.

2. Orderly growth through having targets (goals) and

ability to monitor progress (control).

3. Ability to cope better with regulatory and economic

changes.

4. Better branching capabilities.

5. Better cash flow management.

6. Better timing of actions, ie., hiring and training

of staff, getting in and out of money markets,

service offerings, acquiring equipment and so

forth.

7. Better budgeting and control.

Responsibility/Participation

In four of the associations which fell into Category I,

one person was given sole responsibility for planning while

in another eight associations a single individual was given

primary responsibility with some other officers regularly

having participated, although the majority of that partici-

pation was informal in nature. Altogether, sixty-seven

per cent of the respondents had primary planning responsi-

bilities vested in a single individual, usually the presi-

dent/chief executive officer. In the remaining thirty-

three per cent, a variety of officers shared primary respon-

sibility and/or participated formally in planning efforts.
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No specific training in planning had been provided

those who were responsible for or participated in planning

in eighty-nine per cent of the associations. Experience

was relied upon in all of the organizations, although two

of them did mention academic courses and trade seminars as

sources of additional training.

The reward system was not tied to any planning efforts

except in one specific operational area (loan production/

sales) in one association.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles

Two associations indicated that they had some regular

cycle for planning, but both admitted their cycles are in

people's minds rather than a formal process. The remaining

sixteen respondents (eighty-nine percent) did not have regu-

lar cycles other than some month-by-month, semi-annual, or

annual budgeting system (see Table II). In sixty-one per

cent of the organizations, the term "planning" was consi-

dered synonymous with budgeting, while in thirty-three

per cert budgeting was considered a part of the larger

planning process. For those who considered it a part of

the process, it was viewed as an extremely important part.

In only one case was budgeting perceived as a separate

process, with budgeting seen as short-term operational
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planning and the real planning effort being a longer-term,

overall effort. This singular attitude was obtained from

one of the two organizations previously identified as having

provided some forms of training other than experience.

TABLE II

PLANNING CYCLES AND DURATIONS

Regular Cycle

Association Yes No Duration of Plans

5-A X 18-24 months: very informally

6-A X 1-2 years: precisely, but
unwritten

3-4 years: general, in CEO's
head

2-B X a few months

3-B X about 9 months: very informally

4-A X 1 year

1-B X none

5-B X 6 months

3-E X monthly

1-D X 12-18 months: concretely

some longer-term: informally

3-D X 2 years, working on 5-year plan

4-B X 12 months
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TABLE II (Continued)

Regular Cycle

Association Yes No Duration of Plans

1-F X 1-2 years: formally

5 years: informally

10-year plan being developed:
informally

2-A X 6 months: formally

5 years: informally

10 years: informally

2-E X 2 years, working on 5-year plan

3-F X 1 year: formally

5 years: informally

7-E X none formally

4-5 years: informally

1-A X 12-24 months

3-C X 2 years: informally

10 years: in CEO's head

Table II reveals some interesting perceptual relation-

ships between the respondents' willingness to acknowledge

the presence of regular cycles for planning (other than

budgeting) and to identify how far into the future the

association has planned. The almost casual and usually
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undefined use of the terms "formal" and "informal" further

complicate the meaning of their responses. However, several

points are worth noting. Only two associations of the six-

teen which did not claim to have a regular cycle for plan-

ning also did not claim to have planned into the future at

all. The other fourteen claimed to have plans ranging from

one month to ten years in duration, ranging from formal

to informal. There appeared to be a tendency to equate

formality with numbers, ie., budgeting, rather than any

other type of planning indicators. It seemed apparent that

any actions which were definite enough to have been worked

into a budget format were considered formal, no matter how

they were arrived at or whether they were written. Other

thought processes about future actions which were not yet

worked into the budgeting process were considered "informal

plans," "forecasting," or "crystal-ball gazing."

During this portion of the interview, the most com-

monly brought up topic was the uselessness of specific

planning very far into the future due to a lack of control

over many facets of their day-to-day operations through

government regulation.
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Communications

Table III reflects responses to questions intended

to indicate the presence or absence of an adequate

communication effort supporting planning activities.

TABLE III

COMMUNICATION OF PLANS

Linking Longer-
Association Vertical Horizontal to Shorter-Term

No: lower lev-
el personnel
are too busy
on operational
matters

Yes: informal
meetings

No: it would
not accomplish
anything

No

No

No

No

Yes: verbally
through chain-
of-command

Yes: informal-
ly

Yes: informal
discuss ions

Yes: informal
discussions

No

No

No

No

Yes: formal
and informal
meetings

No

Yes: Informal
meetings / indi-
dual discussion

No

No: there are
no longer-term
plans

No

No

No

Yes: group and
individual
meetings

5-A

6-A

2-B

3-B

4-A

1-B

5-B

3-E
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TABLE III (Continued)

Linking Longer-
Association Vertical Horizontal to Shorter-Term

1-D

3-D

4-B

1-F

2-A

2-E

3-F

7-E

Yes: infor-
mally, to ma-
nager level--
lower levels
would not
understand
details

Yes: quarterly
staff meetings

Yes: verbally
through chain-
of-command

No: letting
plans out may
allow compe-
tition to re-
act too
quickly

Yes: verbally

Yes: memos,
meetings, com-
mittee work

No

Yes: meetings

No

Yes: monthly
meetings with
officials

Yes: ad hoc
meetings

Yes: formal
and informal
meetings, an-
nual manage-
ment confer-
ences for
supervisors
and above

No

Yes: memos

No

Yes: meetings

Yes: sometimes,
in specific
areas, but only
informally

Yes: meetings;
open discussion
of goals, whe-
ther they are
being achieved

No

No

Yes

Yes: informally,
managers are
encouraged to
tailor day-to-
day activities
to contribute
to longer-
range plans

No

Yes: meetings
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TABLE III (Continued)

Linking Longer-
Association Vertical Horizontal to Shorter-Term

1-A Yes: corres- Yes: corres- No
spondence ver- pondence ver-
bally bally

3-C Yes: regular Yes: informal Yes: staff
staff meetings department meetings

head meetings

It was noted that the concept of "regularity" in the

question/answer exchanges was keyed upon repeatedly. It

seemed that administrators equated regularity with for-

mality and spontaneous or ad hoc types of communication

with informality. Meetings and individual discussions

appeared to be the most utilized communication vehicles,

although written correspondence and committee work were

also mentioned in a few cases. Once again, in describing

any of these communication devices, formality was inevi-

tably linked to the degree of regularity in existence, ie.,

if a meeting was held every month, it was considered a

formal meeting and if discussions were held as deemed

necessary, they were considered informal. Many of the

"Yes" responses were tempered with the qualification that

such communications were supposed to exist and they assumed

they were taking place (particularly to lower-levels), but
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there was actually no system for checking to see if, in

fact, plans were being communicated.

In a large majority of the interviews, the respondents

were unwilling or unable to explain "why" when their

responses were negative (see Table III). In only five

(twenty-eight percent) of the cases did the administrators

admit to having no communications network of any type. In

all three cases where two "No" and one "Yes" responses were

recorded, the affirmative fell in the area of functional

area/departmental coordination (horizontal) efforts. The

majority of organizations with two affirmative and one

negative responses indicated a "No" in the area of linking

longer-term plans to day-to-day operations. Those asso-

ciations claiming all affirmative responses appeared to

consider the same types of activities capable of meeting

all communication needs, ie., staff/department head meetings

with follow-through downward along the chain-of-command.

Primary Factors

Many different factors were mentioned as primary ones

which should receive emphasis in any planning effort.

However, a close examination of them indicates only a few

major areas. They were, in descending order according to

the frequency identified

1. Attracting funds and controlling deposit increases.
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2. Branching (expansion).

3. Personnel (attracting, training, and reduction of

turnover).

4. Loan servicing.

5. Staying abreast of secondary mortgage market.

6. Compliance with federal regulations.

7. Controlling growth.

8. Image-building.

Other factors mentioned at least once were equipment needs,

cost of money, positioning in the marketplace of the,

future, portfolio mix, computer systems, and diversification.

Internal Analysis

ajor Strength(s)/Weakness(es)

Three major strengths appeared most often in this

category (see Table IV):

1. Personnel - This area was recognized as a strength

by sixty-one percent of the respondents. Refer-

ences were made to staff and management--their

quality, loyalty, and dedication to personal ser-

vice. Descriptions of attitudes of the personnel,

particularly at the management level, were also

cited as strengths frequently. Such attitudes

included aggressiveness, innovativeness, and con-

servatism.
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2. Asset Portfolios - The presence of high quality,

high yield assets was considered to be a major

strength by thirty-nine per cent of the admini-

strators.

3. Physical Location(s) - Twenty-eight per cent of the

participants felt that being headquartered in and/

or branching into good economic markets was a ma-

jor strength of their organization.

Beyond these three primary strengths were a wide range of

responses mentioned by only one or two associations, in-

cluding their Boards, type of charter, image, asset size

(both small and large), good control mechanisms, speciali-

zation, flexibility, and service corporations.

By far the most significant weakness cited repeatedly

was an attitudinal one. Although it was explained in a

number of different ways, the basic concept was one of non-

aggressiveness or conservatism. This attitude was expli-

citly identified in many cases while in others it was indi-

cated by other problems such as the lack of planning,

adequate branch networks, and marketing efforts as well as

antiquated accounting systems and out-of-date equipment.

Altogether, eighty-three percent of the respondents per-

ceived this attitudinal problem as a major weakness!

Also receiving major attention as a weakness was the

existence and retention of enough well-qualified personnel
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to support desirable levels of physical and service

growth and expansion. Thirty-nine percent of the admini-

strators indicated this area as one of concern.

Other weaknesses cited by two or less of the parti-

cipants included overly sophisticated investors, size (both

small and large), type of ownership, overly centralized

decision-making, communications, cost of money, inadequate

internal control systems, and previous poor investments.

TABLE IV

A SUMMARY OF MOST COMMON STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES,
AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES CITED

Strengths Weaknesses Competitive Advantages

Personnel: qua- Attitude: non- Customer service:

lity, loyalty aggressive, friendliness, per-
and dedication conservative sonal touch, indivi-

to personal dualized, community

service image, country store
approach.

Asset portfolios: Personnel: lack Physical location:

high quality, and retention primarily branch
high yield of enough well- networks
assets qualified

personnel to
grow and ex-
pand

Physical loca- Specific services:
tion: head- unique offering

quarters and to customers
branches in
strong econo-
mic markets
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The most commonly claimed competitive advantage was

once again attitudinal or behavioral in nature, with

eleven (or sixty-one percent) of the participants identi-

fying their own particular style and quality of customer

service as unique. This advantage was alternately described

as "friendliness," a "personal touch," "individualized,"

having a "good local image," and a "country-store approach."

Physical location and the development and offering of

a unique service to customers were both mentioned by

seventeen percent of the administrators interviewed as com-

petitive advantages. Other advantages cited include size

(large and small), a knowledge of all types of loans, and

consistently meeting loan needs when others will not. Five

of the associations claimed no competitive advantage.

Table IV presents a summary of the strengths, weak-

nesses, and competitive advantages most commonly identified

by the respondents.

Performance

The most popular measurement for evaluating the over-

all performance of the organization was profitability, with

sixty-seven percent of the administrators indicating it was

of primary importance. Running a very close second in

popularity, with fifty per cent utilizing it, was the ratio

of return on average assets. Savings and loan production,
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building of reserves, delinquencies, return on net worth,

growth in net worth and a wide variety of specific operating

ratios were also mentioned by at least one of the associa-

tions' representatives. Only one administrator indicated

that evaluation was tied to pre-established goals.

Participants were asked to rank six operational factors

in the order of their relative importance to organizational

performance, with "1" indicating most important and "6"

being least important. Factors considered equal in impor-

tance were assigned duplicate numbers, with the lowest

rating being less than a six in those cases. Table V

reflects the relative importance of the perceptual responses

obtained.

The operational areas which received the highest

ranking most frequently were personnel and customer

service, with sixty-seven percent of the administrators

selecting one of these two factors as the single most im-

portant to organizational performance. Both factors were

also ranked as number one or two in importance by sixty-

seven percent of the respondents.

Marketing was the area most commonly ranked least

important, receiving one of the two lowest rankings from

fifty per cent of the administrators. Loans and accounting

ran close seconds, with seven associations ranking each as

one of the two lowest priorities.
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Personnel

Customer
Service

Accounting

Financial
Management

Loans

Marketing

Avg. Rank
2.3

Avg. Rank
2.4

Avg. Rank
3.4

Avg. Rank
3.6

Avg. Rank
3.9

Avg. Rank
4.2

11 A - 111 111Ai ilt- -I I -.. .&19aa" aaI I I a-

(Least 6 5 4 3 2 1(Most
important) important)

Fig. 2--Average rankings of operational factors compared

Figure 2 portrays the relative importance of all six

operational factors as perceived by the participants. It

demonstrates that perfect agreement did not exist as to

their importance, since no single factor received a

"most important" ranking (1) or a "least important" ranking

(6) from all administrators. This concept was verified

by repeated contentions that all the factors were in some

regard important to organizational performance.
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The subject of internal changes was approached from

a viewpoint of new services, facilities, or activites

the associations were planning for the future. Five

of the associations indicated that they would simply

do anything allowed and/or required in order to comply

with federal regulations and match competitive efforts.

Many specific changes were identified, but the vast

majority of them fell into one major area. That area

may be described as the development and offering of

services, facilities, and activities (within regulatory

limitations) traditionally provided by their competitors,

such as checking accounts, safety deposit boxes, credit

cards, broader consumer lending, expansion of drive-in

facilities, financial counseling, trust services, better

total financial service packaging and advertising, and

the building of larger facilities.

A less important area, although receiving some

attention, seemed to be the development and offering

of unique customer services such as variable rate and

reverse annuity mortgages, automated/remote tellers,
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bill-paying services, and the automatic deposit/transfer

of funds. While some of these services are offered by

a few competitors, they are still relatively uncommon

and are not considered a part of any financial inter-

mediaries' standard service offerings.

The only other areas emphasized were branch net-

work expansion and diversification of activities,

particularly into the field of real estate development.

External Analysis

Competition

The participants' perceptions of competitive threats

provided some interesting insights. Six of the asso-

ciations recognized only one competitor when asked who

their primary competition was. In all but one of

those cases, the singular competition was other S & L's,

with the only other mentioned being commercial banks.

Of the remaining twelve associations, three differen-

tiated between two types of competition--one for savings

and the other for loans. Two of those three gave ex-

haustive lists in each category as if much thought had

been given to the topic.
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Other S & L's were cited most frequently as the primary

competition, appearing in seventy-eight per cent of the

responses. Commercial banks and credit unions each were

identified by fifty per cent of the respondents as being

important competition. Mortgage banks were perceived as

important competition by thirty-three per cent of the admi-

nistrators. Receiving some mention as important were

insurance companies, government, brokerage houses, and

retail outlets.

When broken down into competition for savings versus

competition for loans, savings competitors were generally

recognized as other S & L's, credit unions, commercial

banks, government, life insurance companies, and retail

outlets while other S & L's and mortgage banks were cited

as lending competitors. Whenever the word "primary" was

keyed upon, other S & L's or commercial banks were always

identified as being the most significant competition.

When asked to explain how they are threatened by these

competitors, all responses were similar and fell into four

areas:

1. Size Advantage - The sheer asset size of some other

S & L's, commercial banks, and life insurance

companies enable them to simply do more in the

marketplace. This includes branching (other S &

L's), tremendous advertising efforts (all), having
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a larger source of lending funds (other S & L's

and commercial banks), and so forth.

2. Services - Particularly commercial banks were

viewed as offering a more total package of finan-

cial services in the marketplace. Other competi-

tors were seen as becoming an increasing threat

as they also developed and offered more types of

services.

3. Aggressiveness - Many competitors were considered

having a more innovative and progressive image in

the marketplace.

4. Regulations - Some competitors were seen as threat-

ening because of advantages supplied by regulatory

controls, such as tax advantages and the ability

to offer better rates on savings and loans (pri-

marily credit unions).

Market Area

Primary market areas appeared to be fairly ill-defined,

as only one administrator identified a specific radius of

operations around each physical facility. It seemed as if

their market areas were generally recognized as anywhere

they currently had an operating unit.

Three of the associations identified their markets as

only a portion of a community, while the largest number
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(fifty per cent) of participants claimed a market area of

one or more specific communities. Only four (or twenty-two

per cent) were willing to claim market areas as large as

counties and two claimed the entire state of 
Texas.

The majority of the respondents indicated that demo-

graphic characteristics of their customers differed from

location to location and were really insignificant for any

other purpose than to fulfill feasibility study requirements

for initial chartering or branching activities. Half of the

administrators simply said they did not know anything about

their customers' demographics. Of the other fifty per cent,

five had internally done some limited research and three

had utilized outside consultants to analyze demographics,

but all consistently down-played their importance. Only

one administrator was willing and able to actually cite

specific demographic characteristics of his 
customers and

the emphasis was on age, income level, and blue collar/

white collar designation.

Changes

Although participants were requested to identify

changes (plural) which they foresaw for the industry, 
one

response dominated this topic. The dominant change may be

summed up in one word--homogeneity. Increased homogeneity

among all financial intermediaries was explicitly recog-

nized or implied through the identification of specific
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services that would be offered by all in eighty-nine per cent

of the cases. Only two associatons failed to mention this

trend. This homogeneity was considered a direct result of

changing government regulations and increased competition.

Other changes mentioned, but emphasized to a far lesser

extent, include more government regulation and paperwork/

reporting requirements, rapid growth in the importance of

secondary mortgage markets, increasing rates on both savings

and loans, and increasingly sophisticated investors.

Planning Indicators

The identification of selected planning outcomes pro-

vided a method of comparing the results of any planning

efforts claimed throughout the initial phases of the inter-

view process. Table VI summarizes the responses of the

eighteen associations which fell into Category I.
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TABLE VI

PLANNING INDICATORS SUMMARIZED

Association Purpose/Mission Objectives Strategies

Yes: deals with pro-
fitability, return
to stockholders,
compliance with
supervisory regula-
tions, customer ser-
vices, and return
to stockholders.

Yes: promote home
ownership and
thrift

Yes: promote home
ownership and
thrift

No

No

No

No

No

Yes: promote home
ownership and
thrift

No

No

No

No

5-A

6-A

2-B

4-A

1-B

5-B

3-E

1-D

3-D

4-B

1-F

2-A

2-E

3-F

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

NoNo
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TABLE VI (Continued)

Association Purpose/Mission Objectives Strategies

7-E Yes: serve the pu- No No
blic and the
housing industry

1-A Yes: serve the fi- No No
nancial needs of
our primary com-
munity

3-C Yes: promote home No No
ownership and
thrift

As indicated, formal planning outcomes were barely

present to any extent. The extent to which they were

claimed is reduced even further by the fact that six of

the seven administrators who responded affirmatively to the

presence of a written purpose or mission used the exact

wording found in the charter and by-laws of all S & L's

(to promote home ownership and thrift) or paraphrased it.

If this was to be considered a complete statement of pur-

pose or mission, all S & L's could claim to have one na-

turally as a part of their chartering process. Its impor-

tance is questionable as a major directing or guiding force

for organizational efforts.

The only association which could be considered to have

developed a mission statement in a literal sense is
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currently embarking upon anaggressive development program

and has developed that statement within the last sixty days.

Four of the administrators claimed to have a formal

planning process, despite all other previously cited re-

sponses. The process was perceived as primarily annual

and existing in the minds of the participants.

Category I associations (no planning systems) include

a wide variety of asset sizes, types of ownership, and

charters. Asset sizes were represented thusly:

$1-25 Million 5 associations

$26-50 Million 5 associations

$51-75 Million 1 association

$76-100 Million 2 associations

More than $100 Million but
less than $1 Billion 3 associations

$1 Billion or more 2 associations

Eleven of the associations were owned by stockholders,

while seven were of a mutual ownership type. Four were

federally chartered and fourteen held state charters.

Category II Associations

Associations in this category have been identified

as those which exhibited some informal planning efforts.

Four associations fell into this category.
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Management Values

Importance of Planning

All administrators of associations in this category

classified planning as "extremely important." Planning was

viewed as more important than control by one of the admini-

strators, while the other three ranked it equal in impor-

tance to the control function. In every case, the respon-

dents explicitly indicated that planning and control were

strongly linked. In fact, one administrator contended that

planning accomplished the control function and another sta-

ted that planning insured the attainment of success and

control insured that you retained that success.

The advantages perceived as accruing to organizations

which plan included

1. Ability to progress in bad economic times as well

as good.

2. Ability to foresee and cope with problems and

changes in regulations.

3. Ability to accomplish social and economic objec-

tives.

4. Improve chances of operation profitably.
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Responsibility/Participation

In only one of the four associations was primary

responsibility for planning retained exclusively by one

individual (the chief executive officer). And in this one

instance, the vice-presidents of the functional areas were

regular participants in the planning effort. In the other

three associations, groups consisting of the chief execu-

tive officer and other officers (vice-presidents) shared

joint primary planning responsibilities with some regular

participation at the departmental head or supervisory level.

Most activities and participation were considered informal

in nature, consisting of meetings and individual discus-

sions. However, one association did claim formal partici-

pation through committee work.

Half of the associations relied exclusively upon pre-

vious experience for training people to participate in

planning. The other two relied upon experience partially

also, but added training seminars, academic coursework,

and consultants as other sources of training.

The reward system was not linked to any planning ef-

forts in three out of four of the associations. In one it

was linked through a bonus plan tied to the attainment of

previously determined goals.
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Formal Planning Processes

Cycles

Seventy-five per cent of the administrators claimed a

regular cycle for planning. These three identified the

cycle as annual in nature while the remaining association

which did not claim a regular cycle indicated planning was

accomplished on an irregular, ad hoc basis (see Table VII).

TABLE VII

PLANNING CYCLES AND DURATIONS

Regular Cycle

Association Yes No Duration of Plans

1-C X 1 year: specifically
5 years: general brainstorming

4-C X 1 year: formally
5 years: informally

2-D X 1 year: formally
5 and 10 years: generally, in

specific areas

4-D X 1-4 years: formally
5 and 10 years: informal fore-

casts and projections

In two associations, planning and budgeting were con-

sidered one and the same. In the other two, it was viewed
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as an important part of the planning process resulting

from the effort and providing monitoring capabilities.

Table VII reflects the respondents perceptions of how

far into the future their respective organizations had

planned. The annual budgeting cycles were tied strongly

to the concept of formality, while longer-term cycles were

consistently recognized as informal. All of the associa-

tions claimed to have five-year plans and fifty percent

claimed ten-year plans. It was interesting to note that

none of the administrators in this category exhibited or

discussed any attitude of futility in relation to planning

for the longer term.

Communications

Communication efforts designed to support planning

activities are presented in Table VIII.
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TABLE VIII

COMMUNICATION OF PLANS

Linking Longer-
Association Vertical Horizontal to Shorter-Term

1-C Yes: infor- Yes: formal Yes: by getting
mally meetings people involved

in the process,
training well

4-C Yes: staff Yes: depart- Yes: informally
meetings mental meet- at meetings

ings

2-D No Yes: monthly Yes: constant
officer's individual re-
meetings minders about

what needs to
be done now in
order to reach
goals

4-D Yes: staff Yes: regular Yes: staff
meetings, se- departmental meetings
minars meetings

The only negative response received was qualified by the

administrator as in an area (vertical communication) that

his organization was actively attempting to improve through

more participation in goal setting. The responses were

overwhelmingly pro-communication and consistently reflected

not only a belief in its importance but a confidence in

their respective organizations' efforts to communicate

effectively.
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Primary Factors

The

planning

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

factors which should have primary attention in any

effort were identified as:

Attracting savings at reasonable costs

Achieving an appropriate balance of profits and

growth

Personnel (attracting and training)

Branching (expansion)

Cash flow

Investment policies

Interest income generators

Internal Analysis

Major Strength(s) /Weakness (es)

The major strengths of the associations in Category II

were identified as (see Table IX):

1. Conservatism - This attitude was consistently

qualified as pertaining to the financial man-

agement aspect of operations, exemplified by in-

frequent borrowing, financial soundness, and good

lending policies.

2. Aggressiveness - This area of strength was related

specifically to the customer service aspect of

operations. Employers at all levels were
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described as having excellent and helpful attitudes

towards the customers they served.

Also mentioned as strengths were the concept of flexibility

and the ability to generate savings inflows as needed.

The most consistently cited weakness for Category II

associations was inexperienced and inadequately trained

staff, particularly at the lower- and mid-levels. Three

out of four administrators stressed this as a major con-

cern. Other weaknesses cited by individual associations

included a lack of pioneering spirit, not enough media

exposure (advertising), and small size.

TABLE IX

A SUMMARY OF MOST COMMON STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES,
AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES CITED

Strengths Weaknesses Competitive Advantages

Conservatism: in Personnel: lack None
financial man- of sufficient
agement experience and

proper training

Aggressiveness:
in customer
service

Seventy-five per centof these associations claimed no

competitive advantage. The only one which indicated the
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presence of a competitive advantage relied upon their

customer service as supplying the edge.

Table IX reflects a summary of the most commonly

cited strengths, weaknesses, and competitive advantages

of Category II associations.

Performance

Return on average assets was identified as a primary

measurement of overall organizational performance by all

four administrators. Fifty percent each utilized profita-

bility and specific operational ratios as important mea-

surements. Gross income and asset growth were also men-

tioned as regularly monitored performance evaluation tools.

The rankings of operational factors in the order of

their importance to organizational performance is summa-

rized in Table X.

The top ranked operational area was customer service,

which was ranked first or second in importance by three out

of four of the associations in this category. Personnel

ranked a close second with an average ranking of "3". At

the bottom of the list in the average rankings was the loan

area, although it must be noted that one association in

this group ranked the operational factors almost directly

opposite from the other three, with marketing and loans

being most important and personnel being least important.
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Customer
Service

Personnel

Financial
Management

Avg. Rank
2

Avg. Rank

Avg. Rank
3.3

Marketing Avg. Rank
3.8

Accounting Avg. Rank|
4.3 I

Loans Avg.
Rank
4.8

11111111111111111111111111111b I
(Least 6 5 4 3 2 1(Most
important) important)

Fig. 3--Average rankings of operational factors compared

Changes

One of the associations in this category indicated

that they would do anything the law allowed in regard to

new services, facilities, and activities.

"People" activities, including the recruitment of

personnel with better skills and the development of a

marketing staff, and the physical expansion of facilities

to handle more customer traffic (at headquarters and through

branch networks) both received primary attention from two

of the three remaining associations. The development and

offering of new savings and loan instruments such as
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variable rate mortgages and checking accounts, increasing

activities in the secondary mortgage market, and more ser-

vice corporation activities were also each mentioned as

future changes by at least one of the respondents.

External Analysis

Competition

Only one administrator identified a large amount of

competitors. He specified those competitors as other S &

L's, credit unions, banks (commercial and mortgage), bro-

kerage houses, retailers, and finance companies and con-

sidered them as a threat because they are, and will be to

a greater extent in the future, offering the same types of

services as his organization does.

Another administrator contended that other S & L's

and both commercial and mortgage banks were the primary

competition because of their asset sizes and manpower ca-

pabilities.

A third respondent recognized other S & L's and credit

unions as the primary competition with the main threat

presently coming from other S & L's due solely to their

large size.

The fourth administrator responded that he had no pri-

mary competition and perceived no intermediary as capable

of threatening his organization!
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Overall, the S & L's were viewed as the primary

competition most frequently (100 percent of those recog-

nizing competition), with commercial banks, mortgage

banks, and credit unions each being mentioned by two out of

three of those considering themselves threatened by compe-

titors. Size and its associated advantages were consis-

tently identified as the reason competitors posed a threat.

Market Area

Primary market areas seemed fairly ill-defined with

one association identifying a county as its market area,

two identifying specific communities, and one identifying

a portion of a community. One of the associations was

willing to specify a particular radius around its offices

which constituted primary target markets.

All of the associations in this category claimed an

awareness of the demographic characteristics of their

customers. Two of them had performed the research and

analysis internally, one relied upon data provided by the

Chamber of Commerce and feasibility studies done by an

external consultant, and one utilized both internal research

and the services of an external consultant. All of the

administrators indicated that the demographics naturally

differed from location to location, but the characteristics

of primary importance to them were income levels, age groups
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represented, and blue collar/white collar ratios. One

administrator was willing to specify the exact combinations

of those demographics which were most significant.

Changes

Increased homogeneity among all financial interme-

diaries dominated the topic of changes foreseen for the

industry, with three (seventy-five percent) of the respon-

dents identifying this as the only major thing they saw

for their futures. The other association identified trends

toward less personalization of customer service and more

consumerism as the major trends for the industry.

Planning Indicators

Some planning outcomes were present in this category

in varying degrees of formality. These findings are sum-

marized in Table XI.

All four administrators demonstrated a sound grasp of

the meaning of planning outcomes and were fairly adept at

describing their own. Overall, they seemed to object to

the attempt to tie the thoroughness of their indicators to

whether or not they were in writing and viewed their systems

of meetings and discussions as strong planning tools.
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TABLE XI

PLANNING INDICATORS SUMMARIZED

Associ-
ation Purpose/Mission Objectives Strategies

Yes: serve fi-
nancial needs
of the conmu-
nity and return
a profit to
stockholders

No

No

Yes: established
by agreement be-
tween president
and Board, writ-
ten, deal with
desired image,
controlling ex-
penses and so
forth

Yes: established
by president and
vice-presidents,
not written,
pertain to major
activities such
as the number of
branches to open
over a specified
period

Yes: established
through discus-
sions with vari-
ous officers,
broad, unwritten,
deal with desired
asset growth, per-
formance compari-
sons, and so
forth

Yes: not writ-
ten, but sup-
port objectives
agreed upon by
president and
Board

Yes: actions
agreed upon in
meetings and
discussions

No: at least
not formally,
but some speci-
fic actions are
agreed upon to
support the at-
tainment of ob-
jectives

1-c

4-C

2-D
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TABLE XI (Continued)

Associ-
ation Purpose/Mission Objectives Strategies

4-D Yes: to provide Yes: established Yes: informal
a strong and through staff agreement about
community ori- meetings, unwrit- how to achieve
ented financial ten, but specific objectives
institution and dealing with di-
promote thrift rection of the
and home owner- organization
ship

All of the administrators similarly contended that they

did, in fact, have a planning process, with some portions

being more formal than others. Annual plans were viewed

as being formally developed, implemented, and reviewed with

longer-term plans generally of a more informal nature.

Although admitting a certain degree of informality, all

claimed to demand an amount of rigor and requirements and

implied that their systems were constantly becoming more

formalized. Two administrators contended that a planning

process had been in existence since their opening, albeit

informal, while the other two claimed their system had been

utilized for a minimum of five years. Their collective

attitude was summed up well by one administrator who claimed

"You can't say you don't plan just because you can't de-

scribe the process."
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Summary

Category II was comprised of two associations in the

$51-75 Million and two in the $76-100 Million asset size

groups. All four were of a stock type of ownership and

were state chartered.

Category III Associations

Seven associations fell into this category and have

been identified as exhibiting the characteristics of formal

planning systems to a significant and recognizable degree.

Management Values

Importance of Planning

All associations except one classified planning as

"extremely important." The one exception classified it as

"important" and also contended that the control function

was more important than planning. Of the six which classi-

fied planning as "extremely important," three ranked plan-

ning equal in importance to the control function and ex-

plicitly contended that the two functions were practically

synonymous--you could not really have one without the

other. Of the three remaining associations, one each ranked

"planning" and "control" more important than the other,
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while one administrator was unable to rank them as to

relative importance.

The perceived advantages gained from planning were

varied but were conceptual in nature to a great extent.

The most consistently identified advantages were

1. Provides contingency approaches and possibilities

2. Success (above average performance and profita-

bility)

3. Flexibility

4. Teamwork and easier decision-making

Other advantages mentioned less frequently included survi-

val, the ability to proact rather than react, continuity,

discipline, better personnel utilization, and knowing where

you are going.

Responsibility/Participation

None of the organizations in Category III had primary

responsibility for planning vested in a single individual.

The most centralized found the president and Board of Di-

rectors with primary responsibility, but all of senior

management were considered to be regular contributors

through their formal committee work and informal meetings.

One other association had some degree of centralization

with the president and a senior management group consisting

of vice-presidents and department heads given sole
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responsibility for planning through formal committees.

The remaining five associations gave primary responsibility

to groups usually consisting of the presidents and man-

agement teams of vice-presidents, department heads, and/or

other key officers, with regular participation down to the

mid-level management (supervisory) levels in many cases.

Three of the seven associations utilized a combination

of formal committees and informal meetings for planning

activities, three others used formal committees, and only

one relied strictly upon informal meetings and discussions.

Although experience was still stressed as a primary

training device by three of the associations in this cate-

gory, outside consultants had been retained to help esta-

blish planning systems and train the participants by four

of the seven. Seminars and academic coursework were also

mentioned by two of the three organizations relying pri-

marily upon experience.

Four of the respondents (fifty-seven per cent) indicated

that their organizations' reward systems were tied to the

planning efforts. The most sophisticated reward system

involved management-by-objectives progress reviews, profit

sharing, commissions on certain functions, and key man in-

centives. Many of these rewards were available to both

management and production people. The other three reward

systems were admittedly preserved for upper-level
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executives, but were perceived as being tied to their

planning effectiveness as it related to organizational

performance. These typically involved some form of eval-

uation and bonus payments.

Formal Planning Processes

Cycles

All associations in this category had regular cycles

for planning. Six of the seven (eighty-six percent) iden-

tified a formal yearly cycle with semi-annual or monthly

reviews or both. The remaining association claimed a

three-year formal planning cycle. Table XIIreflects these

responses plus the duration of all plans developed.

TABLE XII

PLANNING CYCLES AND DURATIONS

Regular Cycle

Association Yes No Duration of Plans

3-A X annual: formally, written, MBO
system

5 years: formally, updated an-
nually

2-C X annual: formally, written, MBO
system

longer-term: general
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TABLE XII (Continued)

Regular Cycle

Association Yes No Duration of Plans

1-E X annual: formally, written, MBO
system

2 years: formally, written, on
routine business activities

3 years: formally, written, on
financial operations

3-5 years: formally, written,
on specific major events

all longer-range plans updated
annually

4-E X annual: formally, written, MBO
system

5 years: formally

5-E X annual: formally, written, MBO
system

5 years: informally, projections
and forecasts

10 years: informally, trend pro-
jections

6-E X 3 years: formally, written, spe-
cific in content

5 years: informally, less speci-
fic

10 years: informally, less spe-
cific

20 years: informally, less spe-
cific
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TABLE XII (Continued)

Regular Cycle

Association Yes No Duration of Plans

2-F X annual: formally, written, MBO
I system

Budgeting was viewed as a part of the planning process

by all but one of the administrators, who claimed budgeting

was a farce in this industry because so many cost items are

out of your control. He said that his association set a

budget but did not change it along the way, as others so

often do, so that they can really see how far off they were

at the end of the budgeting period' As for the other six,

budgeting was characterized as being based upon plans,

coming at or near the end of the planning process, number-

izing the results of planning, and serving a simulation

function.

As indicated by Table XII, these associations had plans

ranging in duration from one to twenty years, in varying

degrees of formality. It must be noted that these admini-

strators all seemed to share an air of ease when discussing

their plans. The terms "formality" and "informality" were

consistently tied to the degree of specificity of the plans

and whether or not they were committed to writing. Those
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two associations which did not explicitly claim amanagement-

by-objectives system both consistently referred to organi-

zational goals and objectives.

Communications

As revealed in Table XIII, communications designed

to support and maintain the planning efforts were over-

whelmingly in evidence. The only negative responses ob-

tained were in the area of vertical communication of plans

to lower-level operations personnel. One of the negative

responses was explained in terms of a temporary disruption

of downward communication due to recent rapid growth and

the other contended that such communication had been tried

through regular staff meetings, but he strongly felt that

the majority of lower-level personnel simply could not

comprehend the overall organizational planning effort.

TABLE XIII

COMMUNICATION OF PLANS

Linking Longer-
Association Vertical Horizontal to Shorter-Term

3-A Yes: distribu- Yes: meetings Yes: meetings
of copies of and personal
written plans, discussions
meetings
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Linking Longer-
Association Vertical Horizontal to Shorter-Term

2-C

1-E

4-E

5-E

6-E

2-F

Yes: verbally,
through chain-
of-command

No: rapid
growth has
temporarily
hurt communi-
cation

Yes: verbally
through chain-
of-command

Yes: meetings
verbally
through chain-
of-command

No: they real-
ly don't com-
prehend them

Yes: partici-
pation in
planning pro-
cess

Yes: weekly
staff meetings

Yes: specific
purpose meet-
ings

Yes: formal
committees and
weekly depart-
ment meetings

Yes: meetings,
involvement in
planning acti-
vities

Yes: involve-
ment in plan-
ning process,
regular ma-
nagement
meetings

Yes: partici-
pation in
planning pro-
cess

Yes: individual
objective-set-
ting and perio-
dic reviews

Yes: ask em-
ployees to for-
mulate how they
will attain
goals

Yes: monthly
review process,
the updating
and alteration
of plans, and
variance analy-
sis

Yes: use plans
as points of
reference for
day-to-day ac-
tivities in
order to make
them more rea-
listic

Yes: working
backward from
generalities to
specifics

Yes: getting
people to com-
mit themselves
to the attain-
ment of objec-
tives

I I IL
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Verbal communication relying upon the formal chain-of-

command seemed to prevail as the most popular vertical

communication device. Meetings and active participation

in the planning process were the primary horizontal vehi-

cles, while individual communication, participation, and

reviews were heavily relied upon as linking devices.

Primary Factors

The planning efforts of these associations emphasized

a large variety of factors. They were, in descending order

of the frequency mentioned,

1. Savings growth

2. Loan demand

3. Interest rate expectations

4. Personnel (development)

5. Anticipated regulatory changes

6. Market area definition

7. Facility and geographic expansion

8. Economic trends/projections

9. Secondary mortgage markets

10. Cash flow

11. Product mix

One administrator seemed to capture the essence of

their attitudes toward the primary factors in planning when

he contended that they should plan those things over which
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they have control and monitor those things over which they

do not have control.

Internal Analysis

Major Strength(s) /Weakness (es)

Two major strengths were repeatedly cited by the admi-

nistrators of Category III associations:

1. Management - Every association in this category

directly orindirectly cited their management as a

major strength. Various attitudes and abilities

were referred to, including aggressiveness, flexi-

bility, teamwork, profit orientation, ability to

plan effectively, and land development and real

estate expertise.

2. Quality Personnel - People at all levels were

consistently identified as a major strength. Their

talents, abilities, experience, and educational

backgrounds were lauded by six of the seven admi-

nistrators.

Other strengths mentioned have frequently included a

solid financial base, the ability to draw on the expertise

of the parent company, location in a strong market area,

a high yield loan portfolio, and an excellent branch

network.
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The most frequently recognized weakness of Category III

associations was the attraction and retention of enough

well-qualified personnel. Some other weaknesses cited

seemed directly related to this problem such as the lack of

secondary mortgage market capabilities, security investment

capabilities, and adequate loan solicitation programs.

Less commonly cited weaknesses included size (too small),

an outdated management information system, regulatory con-

straints, complacency, inadequate communication, and slow

reaction to change.

TABLE XIV

A SUMMARY OF MOST COMMON STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES,
AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES CITED

Strengths Weaknesses Competitive Advantages

Management: atti- Personnel: at- Management: attitudes
tudes and abi- traction and and abilities
lities retention of

enough well-
qualified per-
sonnel

Personnel: abili- Personnel: attitudes
ties, education, toward serving cus-
and experience tomers

Two specific areas received far more attention than

others when the question of competitive advantage was

raised. They were management and personnel. Managements'
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attitudes and abilities were recognized as primary

competitive advantages by four of seven (fifty-seven per

cent) of the respondents, while an equal amount considered

their personnel's attitudes toward customers as a primary

advantage. Those attitudes were usually referred to as

providing a "personal touch" to customer service efforts.

The attitudes and abilities of management cited as compe-

titive advantages were identical to those referred to as

strengths earlier. Other advantages mentioned less fre-

quently included image (local identity and/or financial

stability), location in a strong market area, a broad mar-

ket area, and a decentralized organizational structure.

Table XV summarizes the most commonly identified

responses of the administrators interviewed.

Performance

A very broad range of measurements were conceived as

being important indices of overall organization performance.

Many specific measurements were mentioned, but after dis-

cussing a few, the majority of administrators in this cate-

gory indicated that all significant ratios recognized by the

U. S. League, Sheshenoff, and/or the Federal Home Loan Bank

were monitored on a fairly regular basis. Within this

broad approach to performance evaluation, the ratios con-

sidered primary were return on assets and return on net
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worth. Bottom-line profitability was utilized as a primary

measurement by three of the seven (forty-three per cent).

Other specific measurement tools mentioned less frequently

included savings growth, market share, return on equity,

and employee to asset ratio.

The rankings of operational factors in the order of

their importance to organizational performance is summarized

in Table XV.

In average ranking, customer service received the

"most important" rank, with personnel ranking second (see

Figure 3). However, it was noted that in individual

rankings, loans received one of the two highest importance

rankings from three of the seven administrators and mar-

keting received a top priority ranking from two of them,

resulting in lending and marketing ranking a close third

and fourth respectively in importance behind personnel

overall.

The accounting and financial management operational

areas were consistently ranked at the lower extremity of

the scale in importance by all respondents.
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Customer
Service

Personnel

Loans

Marketing

Avg. Rank
1.7

Avg. Rank
2.9

Avg. Rank
3.1

Avg. Rank
3.4

Financial Avg. Ran
Management 4.6

Accounting Avg.
Rank

5.31

%11111111111 HIM 1111111111 IFS
(Least 6 5 4 3 2 1(Most
important) important)

Fig. 4--Average rankings of operational factors compared

Changes

The associations in this category anticipate a variety

of internal changes in services, facilities, and activities.

Three out of seven administrators indicated a desire to do

whatever the market demands, defining the market as competi-

tion and customers. One executive sunmed up his associa-

tion's intended activities by saying they would probably

be more electronic and less people to people. Another sug-

gested that a concerted, centralized marketing effort was one

of his association's top priorities. As to the development

and offering of new services, checking accounts, variable
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rate mortgages, electronic fund transfers, and automatic

tellers were the most frequently mentioned. Pass-key

accounts, more branching, telephone bill-paying services,

and plastic card accounts were each mentioned by one of

the respondents.

External Analysis

Competition

Only two associations in this category identified other

S & L's as their only competition; however, all seven iden-

tified them as primary competition. Three of the seven

distinguished between competition for loans and competition

for savings. When such distinctions were drawn, lending

competitors were recognized as other S & L's, mortgage banks,

and insurance companies. Competitors for savings included

other S & L's, credit unions, commercial banks, and bro-

kerage firms.

Overall, commercial banks were the second most fre-

quently cited competitors, after other S & L's. Mortgage

banks and credit unions tied for the third most commonly

mentioned competitors, with insurance companies and broker-

age firms each being recognized as primary competition by

only one administrator.
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A majority of administrators agreed that the main

reason competitors (especially other S & L's and commercial

banks) posed a threat to their futures was a function of

sheer asset size. But forty-three percent (or three out of

seven) advanced the opinion that size and its accompanying

large advertising budgets and vast branching strategies are

simply parts of a competitive environment--that they pose

no real threat other than that which should exist in any

such environment. The only other reason mentioned as to

why competitors pose a threat was apathy in the industry.

Market Area

Market areas seemed to be fairly ill-defined and re-

lated directly to the present location of physical facili-

ties. Only one administrator claimed the entire state as

a primary market area, while two claimed a single community

and one each claimed a portion of one community, a group of

specific communities, a portion of a county, and an entire

county.

Four out of seven of Category III associations have

made some effort to identify and analyze the demographic

characteristics of their customers. Seventy-five per cent

of these studies were performed in-house, while one of them

was accomplished by an external consultant. All four were

conducted as a part of feasibility studies for branching
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requests and emphasized age and income levels. None of the

administrators offered any indication that demographics

were used in any other capacity than that of fulfilling

branching requirements. The three remaining administrators

said they did not know anything about the demographics of

their customers.

Changes

Eighty-six percent of the respondents foresaw increased

homogeneity among all financial intermediaries as the most

important change for the future. Increasing government

control and changes in regulatory requirements were fore-

seen by fifty-seven percent of the administrators. A more

aggressive posture was forecasted because of increased com-

petition and the presence of more sophisticated investors

in that marketplace. Variable rate savings and loan instru-

ments and checking accounts were the most commonly recog-

nized specific services the industry will be faced with pro-

viding.

Other changes foreseen for the industry as a whole,

but mentioned less frequently, included an increasing

emphasis on the small investor and local community rein-

vestment, more conversions from mutual to stock ownership,

a decrease in the spread of money, and an increase in the

importance of the secondary mortgage market.
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Planning Indicators

Planning outcomes were present in large numbers in

this category. Table XVI presents a summary of the exact

responses of the seven associations which fell into the

category of "formal planning systems."

Mission statements (or statements of purpose) were

generally broad in scope, with eighty-six per centof the

associations having developed such an organizational

statement of direction.

All associations in this category claimed written ob-

jectives as indications of their planning processes. These

objectives were established through a variety of means and

with a variety of levels of participation, but seemed to

consistently provide definite goals. Timetables were either

developed as a part of the objectives themselves or added

through strategy formulation. Agreed upon action plans, or

strategies, were claimed by six out of seven of these asso-

ciations and were contended to be formal whether they were

written or not. They were generally described as supplying

the "how" to the accomplishment of objectives.
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TABLE XVI

PLANNING INDICATORS SUMMARIZED

Associ-
ation Purpose/Mission Objectives Strategies

Yes: deals with
the establish-
ment and main-
tenance of a
profitable,
service organ-
ization

Yes: deals with
desired growth
levels and geo-
graphic expan-
sion within
stated time-
table

Yes: deals with
community sup-
port, role of a
savings fudici-
ary and custo-
mer service

Yes: deals with
service to com-
munity, profit-
ability, pro-
viding rewards
to employees
and stockhold-
ers, and de-
sired perfor-
mance compari-
sons

Yes: established
by vice-presi-
dent of planning
under guidance
of the president,
written

Yes: called the
business plan,
developed through
entire process,
written

Yes: established
at annual plan-
ing conference,
involves subor-
dinates, written

Yes: established
through planning
process down to
individual level,
written

No

Yes: called ac-
tion plans,
state how of
objectives,
written

Yes: established
through exten-
sive strategy
meetings and
discussions, un-
written

Yes: called ac-
tion plans, sup-
ply how to ob-
*jectives, writ-
ten

3-A

2-C

1-E

4-E
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TABLE XVI (Continued)

Associ-
ation Purpose/Mission Objectives Strategies

5-E No Yes: established Yes: supply the
for presentation how to objec-
to Board of Di- tives, unwritten
rectors, written

6-E Yes: deals with Yes: established Yes: explain how

meeting the fi- through planning to accomplish
nancial needs process, written objectives in

of the family terms of opera-
unit, develop ational activi-

personnel, and ties, unwritten
pay an equita-
ble wage to
employees

2-F Yes: deals with Yes: established Yes: called ac-
target markets through planning tion plans, sup-

and the avail- process out in ply the how, un-

ability of the field down written
funds to operating

levels, written

All except two of the administrators explicitly iden-

tified their planning processes as "management-by-objective"

systems. Those two respondents referred to objectives and

goals in the discussion of their planning systems and re-

sponded in the affirmative to the question of whether or

not they considered their organizations as having a planning

process. The processes described by these associations had

been in existence a variety of times ranging from five years
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down to one which had just passed the implementation stage

of its initial year.

Summary

Associations which were categorized as having formal

planning systems included the following asset sizes:

$1-25 Million 1 association

$26-50 Million None

$51-75 Million 1 association

$76-100 Million None

More than $100 Million but
less than $1 Billion 4 associations

$1 Billion or more 1 association

Five of the associations were of a stock ownership, with the

remaining two being mutuals. One held a federal charter

while six were state chartered.

Major Comparisons Noted

Some perspectives may be gained by identifying any

major differences and similarities which exist among the

three categories of associations already individually ana-

lyzed. In an attempt to avoid redundancy, only the major

sub-topics used for the case studies in Chapter III will be

utilized in this section:
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Management Values

Formal Planning Processes

Internal Analysis

External Analysis

Planning Indicators

Any conclusions and/or recommendations will be reserved for

Chapter V of this study and, therefore, only factual com-

parisons will be offered at this point.

Management Values

The majority of administrators in all three categories

classified the planning function as "extremely important."

The relative percentage of extremely important rankings were

higher in categories II and III, and no administrators in

either one of these last two categories classified planning

as "not important."

Survival and success (above average performance/profit-

ability), were the two advantages recognized by all cate-

gories as accruing to those who planned. Differences noted

were related to the specificity of the advantages, with

Category I associations tending toward specific operational

advantages, Category II toward more general advantages, and

Category III toward still broader, more conceptual advan-

tages.
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The primary difference in responsibility for planning

revolved around the topic of centralization, with efforts

tending toward higher degrees of centralization and informal

participation in Category I associations, and increasingly

decentralized planning efforts and formal participation

through categories II and III.

More types of training were generally offered to plan-

ning participants in Category III organizations, while Cate-

gory II had some limited training other than experience,

and the vast majority of Category I relied exclusively on

experience as their training device.

Reward systems were not tied to planning efforts in

any Category I organizations and in seventy-five per cent

of Category II. However, four of the seven (fifty-seven

per cent in Category III did have a tie between rewards

and planning activities through a variety of evaluation

systems, bonus and incentive programs.

Formal Planning Processes

Eighty-nine per cent of the associations which fell into

Category I had no regular cycle for planning and their

informal plans generally extended two years or less into

the future, although some did claim to have general five

and/or ten-year plans in the minds of selected executives.

Category II had seventy-five per cent of the associations
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indicating a regular planning cycle existed, with shorter-

term (annual) plans of a formal nature and longer-term

(five and ten year) plans of an informal type. Associations

in Category III all reported having regular cycles for

planning with most being annual but involving the formal

revision of longer-term plans (three, five, ten, and

twenty years in some cases).

Budgeting was viewed as an integral part of the plan-

ning process in a majority of all categories; however, its

importance seemed more significant in Categories I and II

as judged by the administrators' explanation of the rela-

tionship between planning and budgeting.

More effective communications were perceived to exist

in Category III, although a large percentage of Category II

associations also reflected a great confidence in their

communication efforts. In these two categories, poor or

ineffective communication seemed most likely in efforts to

convey plans vertically to lower levels in the organization.

General staff and departmental meetings were the most heav-

ily relied upon communication vehicles overall.

Primary factors which should receive attention in

planning activities varied widely within each category,

but tended more heavily toward operational factors (person-

nel, branching, loan servicing) in Category I and toward
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future expectations of major environmental factors (savings

growth, loan demand, interest rate expectations) in Category

I organizations.

Internal Analysis

Major strengths of the different categories were simi-

lar in nature, bearing heavily upon attitudes and abilities.

The only noticeable differentiation was a larger emphasis

on specific operational strengths in Category I.

Interestingly, the topic of weaknesses presented an

exactly opposite response pattern, with attitudes receiving

primary attention in Category I and specific operational

support activities most commonly cited as weaknesses in

Categories II and III.

The competitive advantages (when claimed) were very

similar among the categories, with customer service atti-

tudes of personnel consistently cited most frequently.

The major difference was the perceived existence of advan-

tages gained from the management teams of Category III

associations.

Generally, performance measurements were narrower

in Category I associations, with singular evaluation tools

used frequently (usually bottom-line profits). Categories

II and III, although still utilizing profit as one of their

performance measurements, tended to utilize a broader array
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of evaluation devices and, in some Category III

organizations, had prioritized the measurements to a

much greater extent.

As to the relative importance of selected operational

factors to overall organizational performance, customer

service and personnel were consistently ranked as either

first or second in importance (in average rankings) by all

categories. Some major differences in opinion existed at

the other end of the scale, with marketing seeming to be

perceived as increasingly important by Category II and

marketing and lending becoming more important to Category

III associations.

Many new services, facilities, and activities were

anticipated by the majority of respondents in all cate-

gories. Although the specific services were identical,

category II and III associations emphasized the overall

support activities which must be implemented in advance,

such as the development of a marketing department and more

concerted training efforts, to a much greater extent.

External Analysis

Other S & L's were most commonly identified as the

primary competition in all categories. Commercial banks

were the second most frequently cited. No major differ-

ences in attitude or opinion about competition seemed to
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exist among the categories. Agreement also existed as to

the major reason a threat existed, and that was consistently

tied to size and the advantages naturally accompanying lar-

ger financial resources from which to draw.

Primary market areas seemed ill-defined in all 
cate-

gories and, in the vast majority of cases, were simply

statements of where the individual associations presently

had physical facilities.

Categories II and III demonstrated a more thorough

awareness of the demographic characteristics of 
their

customer groups and had, as a whole, devoted more effort

to discovering and analyzing those characteristics. 
How-

ever, their attitudes were strikingly similar to those who

had not mounted any efforts in that area and did not know

any demographics; that is, they claimed the characteristics

differed from location to location anyway and were really

not that important except to fulfill the feasibility study

requirements for branching requests. There were no expli-

citly identified uses made of demographics other 
than those

required studies.

The topic of overall changes foreseen for the industry

was dominated by one concept in all categories--that concept

was increased homogeneity among all financial intermedi-

aries.
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Planning Indicators

Planning outcomes were in increasing 
evidence as the

study moved from Category I to 
II to III, as was expected

due to the arbitrary definitions given 
these categories.

Other major differences in this area included the admini-

strators' perceptions of the meaning of 
the terms "informal"

and "formal," the importance of committing plans to 
writing,

and what constituted reasonable lengths 
for plans into the

future given their particular situations.

Summary

Overall, the total number of associations which fell

into the various asset size groupings were

$1-25 Million 6 associations

$26-50 Million 5 associations

$51-75 Million 4 associations

$76-100 Million 4 associations

over $100 Million, but less

than $1 Billion 7 associations

over $1 Billion 3 associations

There were five federally chartered associations 
and

twenty-four state charters. Nine were of a mutual type of

ownership, while twenty were stock. These figures relating

to types of charters and ownership do 
not reflect a biased

sample because, in fact, there are far more state charters
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than federal ones and stock rather than mutually owned

associations overall in this industry.

Within the insights and perspectives supplied by these

categorical analyses and comparisons, Chapter V will offer

the conclusions and recommendations of this 
research effort.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Problem and Purpose of Study

The central problem to which this study was addressed

was actually twofold: first, there was a lack of recog-

nition as to whether or not planning processes did, in fact,

exist within the savings and loan industry. Secondly,

there was an absence of research efforts directed toward

normative descriptions of any planning activities which

do exist.

The primary purpose of this study was to determine the

existence or absence of planning processes within the indus-

try. If such processes were found to exist, the task became

one of describing and comparing the organizational efforts.

If not found, the purpose became to analyze the reasons for

the lack of planning. In either case, conclusions were to

be made as to the state-of-the-art in the industry and

recommendations offered for the future.

The Procedure

Data was collected for this study through personal

interviews conducted with administrators of savings and

219
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loan associations headquartered 
in the Dallas/Ft. Worth

metroplex. Participating administrators 
were qualified as

vice-presidents or above. A standard format was utilized

in the interview process in order 
to insure that comparable

data was obtained. The questions asked are presented 
in

Appendix A. Some "Yes" or "No" type questions were asked

to allow for the tabulation of some 
specific areas, but

open-ended questions were 
also used extensively to allow

for greater flexibility and 
reflect perceptual differences

among the participants.

All savings and loans available 
for study agreed to

participate. The responses obtained from 
each administrator

were presented in identical formats 
through individual case

studies. Initial analysis indicated a marked 
degree of

differentiation based upon the relative 
formality and so-

phistication of planning processes 
found among the organi-

zations. These differentiations were used 
as a basis to

categorize the associations 
into three basic groups: no

planning system, informal planning systems, 
and formal

planning systems. These categories were analyzed 
in such a

manner as to summarize the responses in major areas and

then note major similarities and 
differences between the

categories.
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Findings

In Chapter I, seven exploratory questions 
were posited

in order to provide direction for the study as it pro-

gressed. Those seven exploratory 
questions were as follows.

1. What are the attitudes of 
top management toward

the concept of planning?

2. Do practitioners share a common 
opinion as to

what constitutes "planning"?

3. Do "planning processes" exist 
in the savings and

loan industry?

4. What common elements (if any) characterize existing

planning systems?

5. Are there identifiable factors which seem to ex-

plain differences in planning efforts?

6. What type(s) of outcomes commonly result from

planning activities in this industry?

7. What reasons (if any) are commonly given for a

lack of planning activity?

Utilizing these exploratory 
questions as a framework and

based upon the inputs received, 
the following findings were

formulated.

1. The concept of planning was consistently 
viewed as

a very important aspect of the 
management of savings and

loan associations. Although differing to sorime small extent
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in their perceptions of its degree 
of importance, only two

of the total of twenty-nine 
respondents actually contended

that planning was not important. 
The planning function it-

self was most commonly perceived 
as being equal in impor-

tance to the control function. 
Very few administrators felt

there were no advantages in planning. The vast majority

were able to identify specific, 
operational advantages

gained, but those with 
more formal planning systems 

also

claimed broader, more conceptual 
advantages gained from

their planning efforts.

Overall, management attitudes seemed 
favorable, even

eagerly inclined toward 
the idea of planning. 

Some excel-

lent statements might serve to verify this finding, such

as one administrator's contention that "planning is building,

control is housekeeping" and 
another's that "you have to

plan in order to go forward 
instead of backward."

2. There was no general consensus 
as to what exactly

must go into and come out of "planning" 
efforts. Although

using many identical terms 
(goals, objectives, missions) 

to

discuss planning, it was evident that many of the terms

meant different things to different administrators. 
The

assumption that planning must 
meet some preconceived model

was perhaps most eloquently 
rebuked by an administrator

who stated, "You can't say you don't plan just 
because you

can't describe the process."
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There were some common opinions about planning in a

general sense. First of all, the term was generally 
inter-

preted to imply the formulation 
of actions or preparations

for action necessary to accomplish some desired 
ends. It

did not matter whether those 
desired ends were formal 

and

written or nebulous and only 
present in the mind of one

key executive, the meaning of the term 
planning remained

remarkably constant. Secondly, all of the associations'

representatives, from those who claimed 
none at all to

those with relatively sophisticated 
processes, staunchly

defended the idea that planning occurred whether you had

a formal system or not.

3. Planning processes do exist in the savings and

loan industry, in varying degrees of formality. 
The

processes were generally annual 
in nature, whether they were

simple budgeting processes 
or sophisticated management-

by-objectives systems. 
All longer-term (five or 

more

years) planning processes were 
characteristically general

in nature, involved only major 
aspects of organizational

efforts, and appeared to be more forecasts 
and trend pro-

jections than plans (in the literal sense).

4. The movement of organizations 
from informal,

unsophisticated planning efforts 
to more formalized, ri-

gorous planning systems 
was marked by several 

common

elements. The first involved an increased 
emphasis on the
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importance of management 
itself, including having

experienced people with 
some degree of formal 

training

in planning, teamwork, and aggressive/innovative 
attitudes.

Almost 100 per cent of organizations exhibiting sophisticated

planning processes consistently 
referred to their "senior

management groups," "corporate 
management groups," "senior

executive committees ," or 
some other such formal man-

agement groups.

A second common element was a better 
conceptual grasp

of the importance of a strong link 
between planning and

control. Almost every administrator 
of an organization

having a strong planning system 
offered unsolicited com-

ments concerning how they 
were almost inseparable components

of organizational performance 
and one was almost impossible

without the other.

Some other common elements 
were not so conceptual in

nature. Communication efforts in the more 
formalized plan-

ning processes were more 
consistent, ie., the administrators

indicated a strong belief in the 
effectiveness of regularity.

They were not so concerned 
with what did or did not 

consti-

tute formal versus informal 
communication, but instead

demonstrated a high degree 
of confidence in any communi-

cation vehicles which were utilized 
on a regular basis,

regardless of whether they 
were verbal or written,

individual or group oriented. 
There were also numerous
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indications that individual participation in the planning

process was considered a strong communication device.

Another common element found in most of the more formal

planning systems was a broader, yet more detailed approach

to the monitoring of progress toward desired end results.

That is, a broader array of comparative measurements were

seen as relevant indicators of performance by formal plan-

ners. But this broader perspective was in many cases tem-

pered by prioritization of their importance and different

intensities of monitoring based upon the significance of

their variance from pre-established goals.

Three other common elements noted were a strong

belief in the importance of committing plans to writing,

participation extended more commonly to mid-management

levels, and, in some cases, to lower-level operational

personnel, and more explicit ties between organizational

reward systems and planning efforts through a variety of

individual and group incentive programs.

A final element characterizing more formalized planning

systems was a relative increase in the attention given two

operational factors in the planning effort. Those two

factors were lending and marketing.

5. Of the traditionally accepted methods of differ-

entiating organizations within this industry (asset size,

type of ownership, and type of charter), only one offered
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a partial explanation of differences in planning activities

discovered. Larger organizations (in terms of asset

size) do enjoy some advantages in manpower available

to formally organize and participate in planning efforts.

But even as larger asset size associations dominated

Category III (formal planning systems), they are

also present in considerable numbers in Category I

(no planning system). Likewise, smaller associations

dominate the "no planning system" category, but even

the smallest size is represented in the "formal system"

category.

Ownership and charter supply similarly unconvincing

explanations of differences in planning efforts.

Both extreme categories (I and III) are dominated

by stock ownership and state chartered associations.

The only factors which consistently seem to explain

differences in planning efforts do so only in con-

junction with one another. Depth of experience and

knowledge of the savings and loan industry must be

matched with training in the area of planning in order

for a formal planning system to emerge. That training

may be gained from consultants, academic coursework,

seminars, or previous planning experience in another

industry.
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6. The most common outcomes of formal planning

activities in this industry were generally described as

purposes, goals, objectives, and action plans. Most

were committed to writing and served as performance

measurements. Purposes and goals were longer-term in

a majority of the organizations, although some were

revised annually. Objectives and action plans were

primarily annual in nature and were formulated, reviewed,

and changed (when necessary) on that basis. Another

common result of more formal approaches to planning is

the establishment and adherance to a timetable of major

planning activities as a part of that process.

7. Those associations which did not claim any

planning effort, and a few that did, consistently offered

the same reasoning for that lack of effort. That reason

was a feeling of a lack of control due to government

regulation of the industry. They usually cited specific

examples of changes in regulations which simply invali-

dated any preconceived plans. Frustration and anger

tended to characterize their attitude toward the ines-

capable relationship between planning and government

control in their industry.

The only other factor frequently cited as a reason

for the lack of planning was size. Some administrators

simply felt that smaller associations can only react to
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government and competition and are basically incapable

of deriving advantages from planning.

Conclusions

The following conclusions were derived from specific

comments and opinions of the participating administrators,

the analysis of data, comparisons noted, and the findings

of this study.

1. Planning does occur on a regular basis in the

savings and loan industry. The relative degree of formality

and sophistication is a function of top managements' per-

ceptions of the scope and intent of the associations'

business activities. If those activities are defined

narrowly, relatively simple planning efforts are common;

if a broader perspective is present, more sophisticated

planning approaches are regularly in evidence.

2. The industry itself is in transition, with all

the typical confusion and uncertainty which usually accom-

panies a drastic change in competitive relationships and

organizational identity. This particular transition may be

even more disquieting due to the fact that it is a "forced"

change brought about through a shift in governments atti-

tude toward the role of financial intermediaries in the

economic marketplace. An unwanted move from a controlled,

protected environment to a controlled, highly competitive
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environment is placing tremendous pressures upon the

adaptive mechanisms of all S & L's .

3. The development of a formal planning system

requires more than an affirmative attitude toward planning

on the part of top management. The establishment and

maintenance of more formalized organizational planning

efforts requires a combination of experience and specific

training in the area of planning. Experience supplies im-

portant understanding of longer-term economic trends and

their possible impacts upon the organization and serves

as a strong foundation for planning. Specific training

in the area of planning acts as a catalyst, helping prac-

titioners to operationalize and institutionalize their

personal planning expertise gained from experience.

4. Many practitioners are under the misconception

that planning is a precise process. The fear of not

knowing exactly how it should be done and therefore not

meetings the "requirements" may be a major factor contri-

buting to the unwillingness of many to embark upon a de-

velopment program.

5. The tendency for planning to be highly centralized

is primarily a result of tradition. Having a niche in the

financial marketplace provided by government regulation has

resulted in a certain degree of complacency and made
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planning a relatively simple activity, historically handled

quite easily by one individual or at most a very few.

6. The vast majority of elements common to more formal

planning systems fall within the capabilities of all S &

L's, regardless of size.

7. Forced entry into a larger, more competitive

environment will require S & L's to develop more sophis-

ticated attitudes toward marketing, including research

activities, product mixes, and the development of compe-

titive advantages.

8. Too little emphasis has been directed toward

internal and external analyses, particularly in the areas of

organizational strengths and weakness, market area defi-

nition, and customer demographics. The vast majority of

associations exhibited no real appreciation for the impor-

tance of such tools in the development of marketing stra-

tegies to meet increasing competition.

9. A strong relationship exists between proper

training, reward systems tied to planning activities, and

reduced turnover (particularly at management levels) in

organizations which exhibit more formalized planning

systems.

10. There is a frustrating dichotomy in the industry.

Associations are torn between the urge to enjoy the
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advantages gained from growing in asset size, yet view

growth as inevitably resulting in the loss of one of the

most important contributors to performance--individual,

personable, "country-store" customer service.

11. Longer-term planning efforts are best left

directed primarily toward general trend projections and

forecasts and the formulation of more specific plans only

on major aspects of operations due to the high degree of

government control/regulation and its accompanying uncer-

tainty.

12. Much of the frustration and pessimism attached

to planning in this industry is misdirected toward

federal regulations and their impact on those efforts.

13. Changes in perspective as to the relative im-

portance of various operational factors to overall organi-

zational performance are a direct result of better awareness

of the relationships among those factors.

14. Customer service and the personnel function

(selecting, training, and retaining) are, and have tradi-

tionally been, the most important operational factors

impacting upon overall organizational performance under

relatively stable market conditions. However, they do not

offer true competitive advantages and more severe compe-

titive pressures will necessitate the development of

advantages through marketing and lending activities.
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15. Formality is not an absolute necessity in

planning, but it can result in and contribute to the

solution of many primary weaknesses cited, such as the lack

of training, retention of qualified personnel, and the ab-

sence of continuity.

16. In this industry, the maximum rates allowable

by government regulation are consistently and immediately

translated into minimums because of competitive pressures,

therefore reducing the range of alternatives available

for planning.

17. The challenge of planning in this industry is

to achieve a balance between growth, profitability, and

reserve requirements.

18. Management-by-objectives is the most commonly

utilized formal planning system found in the industry.

Its main appeal is that it fits in well with the "numbers-

oriented" financial aspects of S & L operation and strongly

supports the quantification of organizational objectives.

19. In a majority of associations, future expectations

for planning are very high. Whether they are too high or

not will depend primarily on the way the planning systems

are developed and supported by top management.

20. S & L's traditionally view competition in a very

narrow sense (other S & L's predominantly, although banks
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are receiving attention). The threat of competition

is usually attributed to size.

21. Financial and economic factors recognized within

the planning efforts are very important, but their relative

significance varies in direct relation to the overall

attitude (posture) of top management.

22. Many factors are outside the control of practi-

tioners due to government regulation. Government appears

to have traditionally done much of the planning for the

industry due to their basic non-agressiveness in this area.

Associations may be forced to initiate more of their own

planning as government increases the homogeneity of finan-

cial intermediaries through regulatory changes and, there-

fore, increases competitive pressures.

Recommendations

The recommendations cited below pertain to the further

development and refinement of savings and loan planning

systems.

1. It is recommended that top management of savings

and loans concentrate initial preparation for planning

efforts toward the training of qualified personnel to

participate in those efforts. Experience alone cannot

bridge the gap between traditional planning (simple, cen-

tralized) and more formal planning activities (sophisticated,

decentralized).
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2. It is recommended that S & L's cause to be

performed (preferably by sources exogenous to the organi-

zation) a planning audit, in order to determine the "state

of readiness" of the intended participants to participate

in such a developmental program. Such an audit will pro-

vide valuable insight into participants' attitudes toward

planning and the training needs of the organization.

3. Before embarking upon training of employees or

development of a planning system, top management must

explicitly deal with and make important basic decisions

regarding the desired posture (attitude) of the organi-

zation. The decisions must choose between the attitudes

of conservatism and aggressiveness. They may decide upon

one overall posture or different ones in major operational

areas (ie., conservatism in lending, aggressiveness in

customer service). Such committments may well be verified

and formalized by being incorporated into the organization's

statement of purpose. Exactly what the attitudes, or mix

of attitudes, are is not as important at the initial stages

of development as the fact that there is a committment on

the part of top management to the basic posture(s). These

attitudes provide the parameters within which planning

systems must function and will contribute to the design and

content of the training program as well as the degree of

sophistication needed in the planning system itself.
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4. It is recommended that budgeting be considered

less closely tied to planning due to the vast number of

income and expense items affected by government regulations.

The intent of this effort is to avoid the frustration

commonly attached to seeing "plans" (ie., the budget)

totally invalidated by a change in regulations. This has

contributed to a reduction in the willingness to plan in

the past and may continue to do so if the concept of their

being synonymous is not done away with by top management.

5. It is recommended that the length and specificity

of plans coincide with the volatility found in the industry.

Specific plans should generally be held to the annual cycle

of formulation, implementation, review, and revision as com-

monly found in this study. Longer-term plans (of five and ten

years or more) should be more general in nature, concern them-

selves with major organizational efforts, and be reviewed and

revised (if necessary) at least annually. The planning ef-

fort should progress in a backwards manner, ie., from longer-

range (general) back towards the short-term (specific) and

revolve around the questions, "Once we have determined where

we want to be ten years from now, where must we be five years

from now to be on target? Once we know where we have to be

in five years, what must we do this year to be on target?

What must be done next month? Next week? Today?" Such an

approach will force the linking of day-to-day activities to

the longer-term aspirations of the organization.
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6. It is recommended that a management-by-objectives

or similar goal-oriented planning system serve as a foun-

dation for the development of processes within this industry

due to their close conformity with the traditional "numbers

orientation" of the financial industry. However, additional

emphasis must be directed toward developing non-financial

as well as financial objectives through recognition of

the fact that good objectives can be "verifiable", rather

than always "quantifiable."

7. In light of the findings of the planning audit and

the basic posture committments of top management, of the

training to be provided and extended participation necessary

and desirable should be determined and tailored to the

individual association.

8. It is recommended that no more sophisticated

planning system should be developed than is necessary to

support the achievement of the organization's basic posture

committment. Basically, simpler planning techniques should

be developed and applied in areas of conservatism and more

sophisticated techniques directed toward aggressive areas.

9. It is recommended that the development and imple-

mentation of reward systems directly tied to planning

efforts be given high priority in the development of any

more sophisticated planning system and that the relative

amount of rewards possible be commensurate with the amount
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of training and degree of participation required, as well

as planning effectiveness.

10. Within these parameters, the planning premises

should give explicit attention to the degree of control

present in particular environments and over specific ele-

ments within the planning system. Instead of accepting

arbitrary factors as those which "ought to" receive primary

emphasis in the planning system, individual associations

should develop their own list of factors perceived as

most important to their performance in light of their own

particular posture in the marketplace. This list should

be further broken down into factors over which they have

control and factors over which they have no control. These

two lists should then be "prioritized" as to their relative

importance based upon the experience of those participating

in the process as to their impact on performance. Moni-

toring devices should be selected for staying abreast and

analyzing activities and trends of those factors outside

the control of the organization, with the intensity and

depth of that monitoring (ie., resource commitment) di-

rectly related to their priority.

Objectives and action plans should then be formulated

for all factors over which the organization has control,

with their specificity, duration, and timetables for review
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and progress evaluations determined by the priority assigned

the factors to which they are related.

Overall timetables should then be established and

communication networks formalized for the support and

maintenance of the system.

Finally, if the desired posture warrants further

sophistication, the system may be refined further by

adding contingency approaches to the process. Different

levels of objectives may be set for different trends

detected through the monitoring systems and changes in those

trends can serve as automatic adjustments to the objectives.

Specific operational strategies (action plans) such

as branching, lending policies, and so forth will flow

naturally from the broader objectives and more explicit

attention will necessarily be directed toward the recog-

nition of organizational strengths and weaknesses through

the process of strategy formulation. Efforts directed

toward deciding how to get to the desired end results will

also force participants to think more specifically about

the development of competitive advantages.

As the system progresses through its first few cycles,

specific factors may be moved from the "control" list to

the "no control" list and/or their priorities changed.

This will be a natural process of refinement and will con-

tribute to the overall performance and adequacy of the

planning process over the long run.
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In summary, the recommendations offer a framework for

the development of an adaptive planning system which can

be as simple or complex as is warranted by the current status

of the organization and its desired future. It is also

capable of being adapted to changes in perspective and

attitude which naturally accompany organizational growth.
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APPENDIX A

PLANNING QUESTIONNAIRE

Part I -

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Name of Association:

Address:

Date of Interview:

Administrator (or representative):

Title:

Type of Ownership: Mutual/Stock

Type of Charter: Federal/State

Current Asset Size:

Part II - MANAGEMENT VALUES

A. How important is planning in the savings and loan

industry?

Extremely Important

Important

Not Important

Explain:

B. Which is more important to your organization's

performance?

241

Time:
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Planning Function

Controlling Function

Equal in Importance

C. What advantages (if any) accrue to associations

which plan extensively?

D. Is any one person or group given primary responsi-

bility for planning in your organization?

Yes No

If "Yes," who?

Who else regularly participates in the planning

process?

How do these individuals participate?

Formal Committees

Informally (Specify how)

How are individuals trained to participate in the

planning process? ___

E. Is the reward system (pay, promotions) in any way

tied to planning in your organization?

Yes No

If "Yes," how?

Part III - FORMAL PLANNING PROCESSES

A. Is there a regular cycle for planning activities?
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Yes No

If "Yes ," please describe:

B. How does budgeting relate to planning in your or-

ganization?

C. How far into the future has your association

planned?

D. Are plans regularly conveyed to lower-level

operations personnel?

Yes No

If "Yes," how?

If "No," why?

E. Are plans regularly conveyed among functional areas/

departments for coordination purposes?

Yes No

If "Yes," how?

If "No," why?

F. Are longer-term plans linked to day-to-day opera-

tions?

Yes No

If "Yes," how?

G. What factors should receive primary emphasis in any

planning effort by organizations in this industry?
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Part IV - INTERNAL ANALYSIS

A. What are the major strengths of your organization?

B. What are the major weaknesses of your organization?

C. What is (are) your association's competitive ad-

vantage(s)?

D. What measurements are used to evaluate your organi-

zation's overall performance?

E. Please rank these operational factors in the order

of their importance to overall organizational per-

formance (1 to 6, with 1 being most important, 6

being least important):

Loans Customer Service

Accounting Marketing

Financial Management Personnel
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F. What new services/facilities/activities does your

association anticipate offering within the next

5 years? (include technology, marketing and so

forth)

Part V -

A.

B.

C.

D.

EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Who do you consider your primary competition?

How do they threaten your future?

What is your association's primray market area?

What are the demographic characteristics of the

association's primary customer groups?

How were these discovered?

What changes do you foresee for this industry?

Part VI - PLANNING INDICATORS

A. Does your association have a formal, written pur-

pose or mission?

Yes No
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If "Yes," please describe:

B. Does your association have a formal, written set of

objectives?

Yes No

If "Yes," how were they established?

If "Yes," please give an example:

Does your organization have any formally agreed

upon strategies?

Yes No

If "Yes," how were they established?

If "Yes," please give an example:

Would you say your organization has a planning

process/system?

Yes No

If "Yes," when was it first established?

Please describe it briefly:

C.

D.
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SURVEYOR'S COMMENTS:



APPENDIX B

PARTICIPATING SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

Association Asset Size Charter Ownership

American Home Savings & Loan
of Texas

Arlington Savings & Loan
Citizens Savings & Loan
Civic Savings & Loan
Colonial Savings & Loan
Dallas Federal Savings &
Loan

El Centro Federal Savings
& Loan

Exchange Savings & Loan
Farm & Home Savings & Loan
First City Savings & Loan

of Euless
First Texas Savings & Loan
Garland Federal Savings &
Loan

Guardian Savings & Loan
Heritage Savings & Loan
Irving Savings & Loan
Lancaster First Federal

Savings & Loan
Mesquite Savings & Loan
Metropolitan Savings & Loan
Murray Savings & Loan
Northpart Savings & Loan
Plano Savings & Loan
Republic Savings & Loan
Richardson Savings & Loan
Southwest Savings & Loan
Tarrant Savings & Loan
Texas Federal Savings & Loan
Town East Savings & Loan
Trinity Savings & Loan
Western Savings & Loan

$ 23M
$120M
$ 35M
$ 38M
$ 65M

$1.3B

$ 13M
$132M
$1. 98B

$ 7M
$1.6B

$ 89M1
$110M
$ 80M
$ 46M

$ 15M
$ 27M
$306M
$ 54M
$ 20M
$ 53M
$ 50M
$200M
$1GGM
$297M
$750M
$8. 2M
$ 9GM
$ 70M

State Stock
State Stock
State Stock
State Stock
State Stock

Federal Mutual

Federal Mutual
State Stock
State Mutual

State Stock
State Stock

Federal Mutual
State Stock
State Stock
State Stock

Federal Mutual
State Mutual
State Mutual
State Stock
State Stock
State Stock
State Stock
State Stock
State Stock
State Mutual
Federal Mutual
State Stock
State Stock
State Stock
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